M-106 BOOKSELLER’S CATALOGS

A & R BOOKSELLERS; #1

ABACUS BOOKSHOP; #1

ABBEY BOOKS; #4

RICHARD ABEL BOOKSELLER; 1973: 1, Sale edition; 1974: 1

ABI BOOKS; #10-11, 15, 22-23, 30; Edward Gordon Craig; 1982: Early autumn, Spring, Edward Gorey; 1983: Spring

ABINGTON BOOKS; 1973: Autumn

ABOUT BOOKS; #3, 9-10, 61-64, 67-69

BEN ABRAHMSOHN’S ARGUS BOOK SHOP; #1-5, 7-12, 14-17, 20-34, Along the north wall, Along the south wall, 383, 623, 626, 969, 975, 985, 1944: Oct.

HERMAN ABROMSON; #5-6, 7-10, 12

ACADEMIC BOOK COLLECTION; #9

ACADEMY BOOK SHOP; #61

PAUL ADAMS; Botany

ADCO SPORTS BOOK EXCHANGE; 1808 TO DATE

RICHARD ADAMIAK; #29


ADS AUTOGRAPHS; #1-3, 6-10, 13

ADVENTURE BOOK STORE; #1; 1988: Nov.

AEONIAN PRESS; 1 catalog (unnumbered/undated)

AESOP BOOKS; #8

CHARLES AGVENT; #2-5

AHAB RARE BOOKS; #26-27

ALASTOR RARE BOOKS; #16

EDWIN ALBERT; #1
ALBION BOOKS; #3-4; 1979: Dec.

ALCAZAR BOOK SERVICE; #51, 156

ALDREDGE BOOK STORE; #53, 87, 89-90, 114-116

ALEX ALEC-SMITH; #10, 14/16, 18

ALEPH-BET BOOKS; #3, 8-12, 14, 32, 35, 38-41, 43-45, 49, 53, 65; 2004: April 19

ALEXANDERSON & KLOSINSKI BOOKSELLERS; #1-2

ALFA ANTIQUARIAN BOOKSELLER; #79

LIBRAIRIE ALIX; #1

D.C. ALLEN; #32-33, 36, 58, 60, 62

R.R. ALLEN BOOKS; #21, 66-67, 70, 74, 79, 81-82, 84, 86, 92-96; 1996


DUNCAN M. ALLSOP; #5-11

ALMAGRE BOOKS; #2-22

ALPHABET BOOKSHOP; #1, 23, 41-44

ALRON ASSOCIATES; #15-17, 19, 21, 23, 25

ALTA CALIFORNIA BOOKSTORE; #1, 32, 36, 61-62

AM HERE BOOKS; #2, 7, 30

AMADEUS BOOKS; #1

SAMUEL AMBARAS INC.; #33

AMBER UNICORN/DONATO’S FINE BOOKS; Gastronomique & general cooker; Western art & Western Americana

AMEREON LTD.; 3 catalogs (unnumbered/undated)

AMERICAN ART ASSOCIATION; 1918: April, Oct. '20,


AMERICAN BOOK MART; Illustrated price catalog of old books wanted
AMERICAN BOOKSHELF; #1
AMERICAN BOTANIST BOOKSELLERS; #16, 24-30
AMERICAN CLIPPER; v.12, no.2;
AMERICANA EXCHANGE; #103
AMERICAN HISTORICAL GUILD; #27
AMERICANA EXCHANGE; #102-103
AMERICANA MAIL AUCTION; #53, 79-80, 90
AMERICANIST; #9, 121
AMORY BOOKS; #114
AMPERSand BOOKS: #18, 22-54, 56-62, 64, 66-67, 70, 76-79, 80-86, 89-95, 97
ANACAPA BOOKS; #4, 10-11, 14, 33-36, 40, 43-44, 51-52, 63, 65, 68-69, 71-76, 80-81, 84-85, 97, 101-
102, 107 119, 1011
ANCHOR & DOLPHIN BOOKS; Gardens & landscape design
Orrin ANDERSON; #7, 12-139
ANDERSON AUCTION CO.; #498, 534, 779, 836, 905-906, 1907: March ; 1912: Jan. pts.1-2, Mar.
ANDERSON GALLERIES; #1221, 1334, 1382, 1421, 1442, 1467, 1629, 2148, 2223, 2274, 3862, 3873, 3883,
3898, 3906, 3913, 3923, 3995, 4020, 4025, 4055, 4058, 4072, 4074, 4079, 4090, 4115, 4121, 4133, 4135,
4148, 4157, 4162, 4164, 4215, 4242, 4246, 4273, 4278, 4286, 4343, 4346, 4353, 4361, 4381, 4400, 4422
ANDERSON’S ANTIQUARIAN BOOKS; #1
ANDERSON’S BOOKHOUSE; #2
LIBRERIA ANDINA; #2
ANGLICAN BIBLIOPOLE; #11
ANNEX BOOKS; #1-3-8, 10-11, 13-16
ANT OPERA BOOKWORKS; #1
ANTEBELLUM COVERS; #35
ANTIC HAY RARE BOOKS; #17, 86-93, Recent arrivals leather bindings
ANTIPODEAN GALLERY; #29

ANTIQUARIA; #5-12

ANTIQUARIAN & UNCOMMON BOOKS; 1986: Sept. 27

ANTIQUARIAAT ANTIQUA; #42, 45-46

ANTIQUARIAN ARCHIVE; #1

ANTIQUARIAN BOOK & ART GALLERY; #8

ANTIQUARIAN BOOKS; #2

ANTIQUARIAN BOOKSELLERS ASSN. OF AMERICA, MIDDLE ATLANTIC STATES CHAPTER; #5

ANTIQUARIAN BOOKSELLERS’ CENTER; #1, 1 catalog (unnumbered/undated)

ANTIQUARIUM; #1, 3, 5, 7, 9, M9

ANTIQUE BOOKS; #113-115, 131, 133, 135, 138

ANTIQUE BOOKSHOP & CURIOS; #6

ANTIQUE MAP & BOOKSHOP; #14

ANTIQUES AND AMERICANA; #78-2


ANTIQUITY IN BOOKS; #1-2

ANY AMOUNT OF BOOKS; #6

CHARLES APFELBAUM BOOKS; 1979: Summer; Books & autographs: American and English Literature, Children’s books

JAMES O. APLAN; 1994: Fall

APPELFELD GALLERY; #18, 25, 28-31, 34-40, 42, 44-45, 66, 69-70

TONY APPLETON; #1-21, 23-24 30

W. GRAHAM ARADER III; #19, 24, 32, 47, 59-60, 62, 68, 70-71, 76-77, 79-80

ARADER GALLERIES; 2016: Spring, Summer; Audubons, maps & natural history (June 7, 2014); Audubons, maps & natural history (Oct. 11, 2014); Civil war; From sea to shining sea; Genius of Karl Bodmer; Maps, views, rare book & natural history through the ages; Most important maps in American History; Original Civil war drawings & watercolors
ARCHAEOLOGIA; **1984/85**: Winter; **1985**: Autumn; **1986**: Summer; **1987**: Summer; **1988**: Spring; **1990**: Summer; **1991**: Fall

ARCHIVES HISTORICAL AUTOGRAPHS; **1982**: Autumn; **1985**: Winter

NICK ARETAKIS; **2014**: Pasadena Book Fair

ARGONAUT BOOK SHOP; #6-7, 14, 74, 76, 78-82, 89-90, 94-96, 98-99, 107-115

ARGOSY’S ALMANACK; **1942**: March


ARGUS BOOKS; #1-3-8, 12-13

RICHARD B. ARKWAY INC.; #13-15, 28, 30-35

GARNIER ARNOUL; **1976, 1984**

ARS LIBRI; #6-7, 9-21, 25, 85, 87-88, 90, 100, 106, 125, 130-132, 134, 136-137, 152, Special bulletin #1-2, 75, 78-82

ART CONSULTING; #2-5

ART SOURCE INTERNATIONAL; #21

ARTS ET DECORS; **1996**: May 3

ARTIS BOOKS; #11, 15-17, 19-20, 24, 26, 32-33, 38-39

ARTISTIC ENDEAVORS INC.; Just Plain Two

ARTS D’ARCHITECTURE; Livres illustres

ARUNDEL PRESS; #1, 5-7, 16-17, 19-20, 21-25, 27, 29, 32, 41

ASH RARE BOOKS; Xebec, Xenium, Weel, Whywaws

A ASHER & CO. ; #26

ASPHEDEL BOOK SHOP; #4-6, 10, 15, 34-36, 38-86, 106, 134, 136-140, 142-144, 146, 154. 157, 164

ASPIDISTRA BOOKSHOP; #1, 8

ASSOCIATES; #1, 21, 26-27
ASSOCIATION BOOK COMPANY OF NEW YORK; #27
ASTA BOLAFFI; 2012: Dec 16-18 (2 catalogs) ; 2013: Oct. 30
ASTORIA BOOKS & PRINTS: #3; 1991: Feb. 27
ATLANTIS BOOKS; #31
ATTIC BOOKS & RECORDS; #187, 235, 279
EDWARD C. ATWATER; #35
AUSTIN’S ANTIQUARIAN BOOKS; #1-09; Winter’s Discoveries (2013)
AUSTIN BOOK SHOP; #67, 69, 89, 92, 101, 108-109, 122
AUTHORS OF THE WEST; #14, 16-18
AUTOGRAPHIA; 1 catalog (unnumbered/undated)
AUTOGRAPHS OF AMERICA; 1988: Nov.
AUTOLYCUS BOOKS; 1 catalog (unnumbered/undated)
AUTOS & AUTOS; #779, 831, 843, 7712, 8410
AVID READER USED & RARE BOOKS; #6
B & G RARE BOOKS; #1
BERT BABCOCK BOOKSELLER; #1-8, 59, 61-83, 85-89, 92
BACK TRACTS, INC.; #1-2, 4
W. BACKHUYS; #6
BACKLIST; #40, 42, 67; 1989: Nov.
JACK L. BACON; #1
VAN ALLEN BADLE; #41
ALEXANDRE BAER; #3132
JOSEPH BAER & CO.; #600
LORNE BAIR RARE BOOKS; Private press with fine printing
G.A. BAKER & CO.; #21, 58, 68-69
BAKER & BROOKS; #94

BAKER’S PLAYS & THEATRE BOOKSTORE; 1983

G. BAKKER; #60-61, 63-67

R & J BALDING; #30-31

BALDWINS BOOK BARN; #50, 53, 55, 61

BALLINGER’S BOOK SERVICE; #1, 10-15

BALTIMORE BOOK COMPANY; #260, 271, 273, 275, 281, 287, 300-301, 305-307, 309-310, 312, 316-318, 324, 332, 334-340

R.E. BANTA; #52

PHIL BARBER; 1985-D


BARDAMU; 2001: May

BARDON & POLITES; 1995

CATHERINE BARNES; #1-2

GLYNIS E.C. BARNES; #1-4

RICHARD S. BARNES & CO.; Art Gallery exhibition catalogues

PETER BARNITT; #11

H. BARON; #91

PETER BARRIE; #M6

BARRIE’S BOOKSHOP; #49-50

BARTER, MAXWELL & CO.; #2

J.N. BARTFIELD FINE BOOKS; #144, 250 ; 1950: Winter ; 1964: Spring/summer; American, Western & Sporting Art

BARTLEBY’S BOOKS; #8, 24

JOAN BARTON & BARBARA WATSON BOOKSELLERS; #31, 33-34, 36-38, 40, 42

BOB BASCOM PRINTS; 1996: Spring/Summer
BASILISK PRESS; Sale; **1984**: Spring moving sale; #3-4, 4 suppl., 5 suppl.


ROBERT F. BATCHELDER; #12, 14, 16, 21, 39, 41-42, 44, 46-48, 52-55, 57

GARY L. BATES; #4

GEORGE BATES; #4

DAVID BATTAN; #18-19

DAVID BATTERY; #199, 269

BATTERY PARK BOOK CO.; #1-2, 6; Bulletin 49, New series #1

BAUMAN RARE BOOKS; Americana, Catalogue “M”, December, Dickens, Emma, Fine & Rare Books, Franklin, George, Gift suggestions, Gray, Green, Huck, June, Napoleon, Porta, Raleigh, Red, Wilma; **2006**: Oct., Nov.; **2007**: Apr., July

BAY SIDE BOOKS; #64, 66, 81-82, 173

GEORGE BAYNTUN; A Miscellany; **1983**: May

BEACHES OF SALISBURY; Nov. 9-11 (no year); **1977**: Nov. 11-13

BEASLEY BOOKS; **1982**: July; #1-4, 20-26, 29, 58-62, 66; Douglas Cleverdon, Radical Literature

JAMES W. BEATTIE RARE BOOKS; #54, 445, 455, 505, 639, 642

BEBBAH BOOKS; #1-3, 9-12, 14

GORDON BECKHORN BOOKPERSON; #14-17

BEELEIGH ABBEY BOOKS; #46-48, 53, BA39, BA41-BA52, BA54-BA55


BEL CANTO BOOKSHOP; #18

PETER BELL; #85-86, 89-90, 92, 94, 97-98; **1994**: June fair booklist

WALTER R. BENJAMIN; #M-1

JOHN BENJAMINS ANTIQUARIAT; #4, 63, 76, 81-82, 91, 100, 102, 194-196
STUART BENNETT; #1, 9, 15-17, 19-21, 22-25; A first Mill Valley miscellany; A miscellany of books by and about women; Some recent acquisitions; English verse from Chaucer to Hardy

BENNETT & MARSHALL; #9, 12, 14, 16-23; Bulletin 2-4, 7-11

BENNETT BOOK STUDIOS; #6, 17-18, 20-21

DEBORAH BENSON BOOKSELLER; #78

PIERRE BERES; #3, 6, 81, 85, 91, 104


EMIL J. BERGMANN; Americana 1497-1950

BERGMANS & BROUWER; #19, 25-26, 34

BERKELOUW’S ANTIQUARIAN BOOKDEALERS; #3-8, 12, 50, 76, 195, 210, 219, 235, 256, 325RP6-RP7; Australiana Bulletin v.14 #3-4; Pacificiana vol. 1#1-2;

BERKSHIRE BOOK AUCTION; #1

STEVEN C. BERNARD; #4, 6, 30

F.A. BERNETT INC. ; #24, 50-51, 300, 310; Occasional bulletin: 101-102

GEORGE A. BERNSTEIN; 1982: Spring, June

BARBARA BERRY BOOKSHOP; 1993

GERT JAN BESTEBREURTJE; #61


JOHN BEVAN ; 1994

BARNET J. BEYER; One hundred collectors items

PRESTON C. BEYER; #10-31, 33-34

BIBLIO & TANNEN; #194, 233, 235, 244, 253; 1975

BIBLIO-FILIPINO; #19, 21, 25

BIBLIOOASIS; #4, 10
BIBLIOCTOPUS; #12, 18, 22, 23, 25, 32, 35, 39 ; Ink & lead, 44 great works, bad dreams, bibliamerica, bibliasis one, bibliasis two, biblialphabet, biblialphabet two, biblioverbid,

BIBLIOPHIL’S BOOKSTORE; #1-3

BIBLIOTHEQUE D’UN AMATEUR; 1947: March

BIBLIOTHEQUE MUSICALE; 1996: Jan.; 1997: Apr., May

BICKERSTAFF & BARCLAY; #794

DAVID BICKERSTETH; #14-15, 120-121, 123-124, 126, 128

BISBEE BOOK STALL; #802-804

CHARLIE BISHOP, JR; #1320, 23, 25, 27, 32; 1981: Nov.

BISHOP OF BOOKS; #18, 34

BJORCK & BORJESSON; #487, 498, 503, 505-507, 509, 519

SUSAN BJORKAMN BOOKS; Catalog of used books concerning marine, aviation...

ROBERT K. BLACK; #125

BLACK ACE BOOKS; #5, 12; 1991: Spring; 1992: Winter, Spring, Fall


B.H. BLACKWELL; #289, 291, 294-296, 299-301


LIBRAIRIE AUGUSTE BLAIZOT; #342-343

BLATTER UND BUCHER; #25
NORMAN BLAUSTEIN; Uncommon books on literary history & biography; Unusual books at special prices Fall 1976,

LIBRERIA CARMELO BLAZQUEZ; 1999: January

ROY BLEIWEISS FINE BOOKS; #6

LE BLEU DU CIEL; #2

BLM DIFFUSION; #5, 7


BLUE RIDER BOOKS; #23

BO & CO ; #4-6, 5/84

BOA EDITIONS; 1977-1980

BODLEY BOOK SHOP; #10, 12-13, 20, 59, 129, 131, 133, 135, 146, 150,


CHARLES S. BOESEN; #1, 17, 27-31, 33

BOGHALLENS ANTIKVARIAT; #327, 329

BOHLING BOOK COMPANY; #47-48, 50, 61-63, 70, 74, pt.1-6, 79-85, 89, 98, 104, 106-111, 133, 150-152, 156, 159-162, 165-166, 168-169, 178, 199-202 ; Midwestern Americana; Western Americana; Clearance sale; 1988: Sept.; 1991: March 31; Salesletter #38

BOLERIUM BOOKS; #19, 21-23, 45, 47-48, 50-53, 55-57

L.V. BOLING BOOKS; #147

PETER A. BOLOGNA; #1

BOLSA DEL BIBLIOFILO; #35

BONAVENTURA BOOKS; #2-3, 12, 14, 19-23

NELSON BOND; #8, 10, 14, 17, 25-26, 31, 33, 37-45, 69c, 70a, 76

LOUIS W. BONDY; #66-68. 70-74, 76-79, 81, 85, 87

J. & S.L. BONHAM; Travel & exploration pt. 1&2

|
BONHAMS; **2001**: Dec.; **2005**: June 28; **2006**: June 27; **2007**: Feb. 18, June 20; **2008**: June 11; **2009**: Mar 24, Dec. 15; #10658, 12976, 13308, 14011, 14038, 14243, 14787, 15402, 15425, 16097, 16116, 16937, 17109, 17402, 17520, 17545, 18411, 18564, 18686, 18992, 19080, 19239, 19421, 19427, 19514, 19545, 20078, 20200, 21029, 21388, 21652, 21777, 21812, 21845, 22247, 22509, 22795, 23255, 23413, 23431, 23643-23644

ANTIQUARIAAT E. J. BONSET; #198

BOOK & MAGAZINE COLLECTOR: J#17

BOOK & TACKLE SHOP; #10

BOOK BARN; #2

BOOK BLOCK; #1-6, 8-26, 28, 30-31, 33, 37, 43

BOOK BROKER; #1-6

BOOK BUYERS SHOP; **1982**: Fall

BOOK CASE BOOKS; **1986**: Feb. 11


BOOK CHEST; #12, 14, 17, 19, 26

BOOK COLLECTING & LIBRARY MONTHLY; #1-8, 10-15, 17-27, 31-32, 52-60

BOOK COLLECTING WORLD; v.2#2-5, 44, v.3#17, v.5#2. 47

BOOK COLLECTOR’S MARKET; v. 3#4-5

BOOK COLLECTORS SHOP; #6

BOOK DEN; **1984**: Nov.; **1985**: Dec.; Signed books

BOOK EMPORIUM; #79, 87

BOOK FARM; #283

BOOK FINDERS INTERNATIONAL; #3

BOOK MARKET; #100-102, 105-108, 110-111

BOOK NOOK; #17

BOOK PEDLAR LTD.; #81/1

BOOK REPORTER; #4-5
BOOK ROOM; #2-65, 8, 10, 12-13

BOOK SAIL; #1


BOOK SERVICE COMPANY; 1 catalog (unnumbered/undated)

BOOKED UP; Spring ’77, #1; Permanent want list

BOOKENDS; #6-9

BOOKFINDERS; #3-6

BOOKLINE ALERT; #1

BOOKLOVERS’ MARKETPLACE; #v.1, #4,6-7,9

BOOKMAN; #1-16, 18-21; Third series #1-6

BOOKMARK; #15, 18 pt. 1,21

BOOKMART; #15


BOOKS ABOUT BOOKS; #6-8, 11, 1924, 34, 188, 488; Bulletin 8 pt.1&2

BOOKS AND THINGS; #5-7, 11-13

BOOKS OF CHOICE; 1996: Winter, Spring; 1998: Summer

BOOKS OF WONDER; #2; Kate Greenaway

BOOKS WEST SOUTHWEST; #7; Ex libris Lawrence Clark Powell

BOOKSELLER INC.; #3, 8, 10, 12-14, 17-18, 21, 77-91, 83

BOOKSELLER MONTHLY; v. 31#8-9


BOOKSHOP OF BENJAMIN HAUSER; #11, 13, 15

BOOKSHOP OF HARRY STONE; 1 catalog (unnumbered/undated)
BOOKSTALL (SAN FRANCISCO); #12, 25, 27; M; Asians in America

BOOKTRADERS, INC.; #1078

BOOKWORM & SILVERFISH; #3, 26, 73, 114, 155-174, 175a, 178, 181-194, 195, 197, 198A-245, 247-257, 432, 7310-7311, 7401-7403

RICHARD BOOTH; 4 catalogs (no date, no numbering); Winter issue (no date)

BORDERLAND BOOKS; #94, 96, 98, 100, 102, 104-105, 107, 110-111, 128, 134, 151, 153, 155, 157, 174, 177, 185, 193.7, 204, 225, 227-228, 232, 234

JAMES M.W. BORG; #1, 1980: Autumn, 1981: Feb., March; Modern firsts 3; Pathfinders

GUIDO BORTOLANI LIBRI RARI; Libri Antichi e Rari,

THOMAS G. BOSS; #1-8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18-19

BOSTON BOOK AND ART SHOP; Books on fine & applied art

BOSTON BOOK ANNEX; 1925: Feb. 11; 1981: Summer; 1983: March

MEYER BOSWELL BOOKS; #5, 11-12, 14

BOSWELL BOOKS & PRINTS: Miscellany 1

J.W. BOULTON; #55

BOW WINDOWS BOOK SHOP; #5-24, 26-30, 32-36, 38-66, 68-78, 80-83, 85, 87-92, 94, 103-105, 109, 122; Supplementary catalogue #12, 27-29

BOWES BOOKS; #203

M. TAYLOR BOWIE; #5-12

BOWIE & WEATHERFORD; #87-93

IAN BRABNER BOOKSELLER; #6.5, 10-12, 14

VAN ALLEN BRADLEY; #29, 34-41, 43, 45, 52-60, 62, 66, 68-73

BRADSTREET’S BOOK AUCTIONS; #1

MARILYN BRAITERMAN; #2-6, 15, 28

BRANDYWINE BOOKS; #275-276

BRANNERS; #166

BRANNAN BOOKS; #1
K.J. BREDON'S BOOKSHOP; #21, 23-25
PAUL BREMAN; #42, 157-158, 164, 184-186, 188, 190
ANNE P. BRENNAN; Books on books
MARTIN BRESLAUER; #87, 94, 98
MONK BRETTON; #1, 2, 4-5, 7-10, 12-14, 16-20
HARVEY W. BREWER; 28-33
BRICK ROW BOOK SHOP; #10, 15, 29, 33, 41, 46, 95, 98-99, 100-103, 105-109, 111-112, 114-118, 120 pt.1 128, 130-136, 139-142; Selection of books from the Library of D. Steven Corey
BRIDGE, CONACHAR; #49
ARTCURIAL BRIEST; 2002: June
LIBRERIA ANTIQUARIA BRIGHENTI; #37, 39
E.J. BRILL; #482, 552
R.A. BRIMMELL; #83, 89, 92-97, 99-112, 115; Detective Fiction
MICHEL BRISEBOIS LIBRAIRE; #2
HENRY BRISTOW; #278-283, New series #13
THOMAS W. BROADFOOT; #3
BROADFOOD PUBLISHING CO.; Book dealer catalogs & reference works
BROADFOOT'S BOOKMARK; #10, 29, 31, 38, 68, 78, 119, 162, 171, Maps-prints & books
C.K. BROADHURST & CO.; #22-25, 26-35
BROCKHAUS ANTIQUARIUM; #63
BROKEN DIAMOND BOOKS; 1997: July
KEVIN BROOKS; #12
GEORGE BROSI BOOKSELLER; #2
MICHAEL BROWN; #1-8, 10-12, 14, 16-18,
BURGESS BROWNING; Bulletin #2-4, 12
C.G. BROWNING; #1-4, 6-26
JULIAN BROWNING; #9-11
BRUNSWICK PRESS; 1996: April
JOHN BUCHANAN; #164
CARROLL BURCHAM BOOKSELLER; #19-21, 26-27, 29-30
WILLIAM J.B. BURGER; #3
WALTER BURKS AUTOGRAPHS & COINS; 1988: Fall catalog & suppl.
RICHARD A. BURLEIGH; #1, 5
BURNHAM ANTIQUE BOOK STORE; #54
BURROWS BROTHERS COMPANY; 1903, #35,
HAROLD M. BURSTEIN; #65, 69, 73-74, 81-82, 100, 105, 110, 115, 120, 122, 126, 149
A BURTON-GARBETT; #55-57
BURTON-THE BOOK-HUNTER; #13
SANCHEZ DE BUSTAMANTE; Americana, Miscellany
BUTEO BOOKS; 1993: Ornithology
ROGER BUTTERFIELD; #15
BUTTERNUT PRESS; #42-51, 53
ANNA BUXTON; Books on gardening

BY THE WAY BOOKS; #1

M.J. CADEAU BOOKS; #2; 1977: Spring

CADENZA BOOKSELLERS; #2

CADMUS BOOK SHOP; #79, 89, 92, 98, 100, 123, 133, 133, 151, 170, 189

RICHARD H. CADY; #8-11, 13-16

ANDREW CAHAN; #22, 33-36, 39-44, 46, 49, 52-53, 55

CALIBAN BOOK SHOP; #14, 16


CAMERONS BOOK STORE; Mark Twain

CAMP POPE BOOKSHOP; #21, 28-32

CANADA BOOK AUCTIONS #121

CANEY BOOKSELLERS; #36, 40


CAPTAIN'S BOOKSHELF; #1-2, 9-10, 17, 20, 25-36, 38-43, 45, 47

CARAVAN BOOKS; Caldecott Medal

HELEN CARD; #4


CAROUSEL; #81-1

JAMES F. CARR BOOKS; 1-12, 14-17, 19, 21, 24, 27, 30, 33, 38-41, 43, 45, 47, 49-50
CARROCEL BOOKSHOP; #8
CARRY BACK BOOKS; #6-11, 13-15, 20-21, 23, 25
BRIAN CARTER; #73
CARTOGRAPHER; #5, 7, 10
CASA EDITORIAL; #4, pt.1
CASCAJERO; #15, 17
BARRY CASSIDY; #2-3, 5-8, 26-28
WM. J. CASSIDY; #1, 3-8, 11, 13-14
JO ANN & RICHARD CASTEN; #6
CASTLE BOOKSHOP; Edith, Osbert & Sacheverrell Sitwell;
CATHER & BROWN (same as James Pat Cather Used Books); #1, 29, 36, 38, 42, 70
CATHRYN BOOKS; #14, 16, 21, 22C
CAVENDISH RARE BOOKS; #3, 8, 14, 16, 18, 20, 22-24
CHANCELLOR & FRICK; #4
GEORGE M. CHANDLER; #3-44
BEV CHANEY, JR.; #1, 6, 9-17, RM
CHARLES RARE BOOKS; #23, 63-73, 75-82, 84, 87-93
CHARTERHOUSE OF PARMA; #172-174
DON M. CHASE; #13
CHATHAM BOOKSELLER; #46-47, 49-50, 92, 99, 101, 104-105
CHAUCER HEAD BOOK SHOP; #20-21, 25-29; New series #8
CHECK BOOKS; #5-6
CHEROKEE BOOK SHOP; #106
CHESAPEAKE BOOK CO.; #NV-5
CHESAPEAKE GALLERIES; #6
DIDIER CHEVREUILLE; Catalogue livres anciens et modernes
CHICAGO BOOK & ART AUCTIONS; #27, 31, 34, 52, 64, 76
CHILDREN’S BOOKSHOP; #1060, 1086, 1110; 1971, 1972, 1973, 1974,
CHIMALISTAC; 1994
CHIP’S BOOKSHOP; #L-0379, L-0479A, L-0580, L-0781, L-0881A, L-0982, L-1082A, L-1384
CHLOE’S BOOKS; #2-3, 5-11, 15, 18, 26, 35, 37-38, 42-59, 61-62, 64-69, 71, 73-74; 1992: April, June/July, September;
CHRISTIE’S AMSTERDAM; #2202, 2218, 2231, 2250
CHRISTIE’S GENEVA; #1279; Jockey
CHRISTIE’S LOS ANGELES; #9700
CHRISTIE’S NEW YORK; #1138-1139, 1174, 1201, 1226, 1246, 1368, 1388, 1388A, 1442, 1450, 1484, 1534, 1630, 1654, 1668, 1677, 1680, 1705, 1770, 1800, 1830, 1851, 1938, 1947, 2003, 2029, 2058A, 2059, 2085, 2145, 2158, 2170, 2215, 2265, 2272, 2400, 2501, 2514, 2717, 2806, 3400, 3750, 5790, 5792, 5880, 6028, 7190, 7324, 7484, 7518, 7574, 7786, 7866, 7938, 8088, 8322, 8324, 8490, 8572, 8574-8575, 8586, 9058, 9262, 9548, 9548B, 9806, 11610
CHRISTIE’S PARIS; #1038-1039, 3559, 3587, 3598, 5011, 5021-5022, 5049-5050, 5084, 5091, 5107, 5403, 5406

CHRISTIE’s ROMA; 1989: Jan.; #2359, 2397, 2406, 2411, 2417,

CHRISTIE’S SOUTH KENSINGTON; 1994: July; 1995: March, July; 2001: Apr.; #4069, 4071-4073, 4075, 4381, 4458, 4492, 4579, 4645, 4680, 5049, 5135-5138, 5308, 5310, 5315, 5509, 5618-5623, 5625, 6237, 9022, 9358, 9515, 9590, 9621, 9639, 9721, 9760-9761, 9808, 9834, 9844, 9913, 9967, 9745

MARK CHRISTODOLOU BOOKS: #4-6

JENS J. CHRISTOFFERSEN RARE BOOKS; #3-5, 7, 9, 12, 14

LIBRERIA M.T. CICERONE; #10, 16,

GERALD J. CIELEC; #22; Lilliput

CITY BOOK AUCTION; #397/398, 699, 701, 703, 705, 707, 709, 711, 713, 715, 717, 719, 721-738

CLARE BILL BOOKS; #21


CHARLES W. CLARK CO.; A graded list of recommended books for schools & libraries

J. CLARKE-HALL; #35-37, 39 43

LIBRERIA CLASICA; #9

E.W. CLASSEY; 1993: Jan., #17, 177

RICHARD CLAVEY; 11/28/86

CLEARWATER BOOKS; #54-55

WILLIAM T. CLERMONT; #3-5, 7, 9-10, 12, 14

CLIFTON BOOKS; #8/88, 2/89, 4/91

THE CLIPPER; 1 catalog (unnumbered/undated)

THE CLIQUE; no. 4797

ALAN CLODD; #3 pt.1-3
CLOVER HILL BOOKS; #1-2, 6
LIBRAIRIE DU CLUB; #11-13
COASTAL AUCTION SERVICE; 1991: Fall ; 1992: Spring
ANTIQUARIAT COBET; #16-17, 20-22
COCONUT ROSE RARE BOOKS & AUTOGRAPHS; 2011: Fall
COGITATOR BOOKS; 1985: Spring
COHASCO, INC; #22-29, 33-34, 43-48, 50, 52-58, 62-65
CAROL H. COHEN BOOKSELLER; #1
J.M. COHEN, RARE BOOKS; #44 ; 2001: Summer
JOSEPH COHEN; Winter miscellany
COLD MOUNTAIN PRESS; #2
MICHAEL COLE OF YORK; 1982: May, August
COLEBROOK BOOK BARN; #7-14
LUCILE COLEMAN BOOKS; #1
COLESWORTHY'S BOOK STORE; #10, 12
COLLECTOR'S BOOKS; #7, 9-12, 15-16
COLLECTORS' BOOKSHOP; #3-4, 8, 11
COLLECTORS' CHOICE; v.1#2
COLLECTORS' EDITIONS; #10, 30
COLLECTOR'S LIST: #4, 7
COLLEEN'S BOOKS; 1989: June
COLLINGE & CLARK; #19-23, 25
LOUIS COLLINS BOOKS; #3, 5, 34, 38, 62
COLONNADE OF HISTORY; #5
COLOPHON AUCTION ROOMS; 1932: April
COLOPHON BOOK SHOP; #1-3-11, 15-19, 21, 25, 28, 31, 36-37, 40-42; Bibliographies & books about books; Books about books ; Ernest Hemingway; Literary first editions; 1986 Auction

COLUMBIA TRADING CO.; #27-29, 32-34


COMMON READER; #10, 13, 15, 27, 36, 130, 194

COMPAGNIE DES LIBRAIRES-EXPERTS DE FRANCE; 1991

THE COMPASS; # 17, 23, 29, 32-33, 45-46, 48-51

CONNECTICUT BOOK AUCTION GALLERY; 1984: June 19, Oct. 4 ; 1997: Nov. 8

DON CONNER; #41

G.W. CONNOLLY; #40, 43-47, 50-53, 56-57

CONNOLLY & WADE; #23, 33, 37

CONTEMPORARY HOUSE; #2-3, 6-9

CONUNDRUM BOOKS; #4

COOLE PARK BOOKS; #1-2

COOSA VALLEY BOOK SHOP; #15

COPPERFIELD’S BOOKS PRESENTS; #1

LIBRAIRIE T. CORCELLE; #30

CORNWELL HOUSE BOOKS; #1

COSMOS ANTIQUARIAN BOOKS; #3, 22, 40

C. COULET ET A. FAURE; 1968, 1970

COUNTRY LANE BOOKS; #19-21, 24

TERRY COUPLAND; #2

COVENT GARDEN BOOK SHOP; #47-48, 50

C. WESLEY COWAN; 2000: March 4, Nov. 18

NATHANIEL COWEN; #5

CHARLES COX; #1-13, 15-16, 22-23

CLAUDE COX; #7-27, 29, 31-34, 37-40

J. STEVENS COX; #2

CRADDOCK & BARNARD; #61, 63, 67-76, 78-80, 82-84, 86-91, 93-95, 99, 105-126

CRANE & CO.; 1905: June

CRANE BOOKSHOP; #4

ANTIKVARIAT CRAFOORD; #1

KEN CRAWFORD BOOKS; #46, 48, 55, 57, 63, 65, 83, 104-105, 107

STANLEY CROWE; #79

CROW’S NEST BOOKS; #22

THOMAS CULLEN; #25-26, 29

CULTURA; #113A, 125

CULTURED OYSTER BOOKS; #2, 4, 6-7


L.W. CURREY RARE BOOKS; #14, 18-19, 22-23, 27-29, 32-36, 42-43, 54, 62, 64-65, 68-73, 75, 80, 82, 84, 125-126; v.1#4-6, v.2#1; Bulletin; #109, 119

KIT CURRIE BOOKS; #1

CYR AUCTION COMPANY; 2001: Oct. 3, Oct. 4

Q.M. DABNEY & CO.; #257, 264, 268, 286, 310, 328, 343, 364, 374, 496

DAHLIA BOOKS; #10

WM. & VICTORIA DAILEY; #1-3, 10, 13-16, 21-23, 25, 28, 30, 33, 36, 39, 47, 50-51, 53-58, 62-63; Americana, Women

DALIAN BOOKS; #44-45pt.1, 48, 52pt.4.; Miscellany two

PETER DALWOOD ANTIQUARIAN BOOKSELLER; #86

CURT DANIEL; #9, 11

HOUSTON DANIEL; #5

PRICE DANIEL; #1, 4, 30, 36-37

DAVID DARY; #1-13, 15-18, 20-23; 1983; Spring;

DAUBER & PINE BOOKSHOPS; #680, 89

DAVE’S BOOK BARGAIN CATALOGUE: 1 catalog (unnumbered, not dated)

G. DAVID BOOKSELLER; #75

ALEXANDER DAVIDSON; #6

ERIC DAVIDSON BOOKSELLER; #1-7

TOM DAVIDSON BOOKSELLER; #2-3

DAVIDSON BOOKS; #18

BEVAN DAVIES BOOKS; #6-7

JORDAN DAVIES BOOKS; #3, 8, 12, suppl. to 12, 18, 37

DAVIS & SCHORR ART BOOKS; 1 catalog (unnumbered, no date)

DAWSON BOOK SERVICE; #16, 19, 21-26, 29-31, 33-35, 37-38


DAWSON OF PALLMALL; #3, 8, 10, 106-107, 110, 142, 167, 194, 200, 209, 216, 228, 233, 244, 246, 249-252, 255-256, 260; 1960, 1961, 1974
DAWSON RARE BOOKS; #275, 278-281, 283, 286-287; Antique maps

DE BURCA RARE BOOKS; #2

DE GRAAF; #30, 42; **1973/74; 2006-2007**

DE LIBRIS; #2

DE SIMON COMPANY; #6,8, 10-12, ; **1978: Oct. 27 ; 1979: March 19, Aug. 29 ; Americana & misc. rare books,**

DE SIMONE COMPANY; #16, 18-19, 22-28, 36-37, 39-47, 49, 51; **1993: Spring, Nov.**

DE WOLFE & WOOD; #35, 37-38, 41

PETER DECKER; # 3, 36, 38-42

DECLINE AND FALL; #1-4,7-12

DEIGHTON BELL; Extra series 8, #145, 148, 206, 209-211, 213, 229-230, 233, 256, 263-265, 268

DEKKER & NORDEMMANN; #30

JEAN-PAUL DELON; Tango

DELECTUS BOOKS; #12-14

H.O. DENDURENT BOOKS; **1979: Winter**

DENNYS SANDERS & GREENE: #18

DERAIL BOOKS; **1998: Fall**

JOSEPH A. DERMONT; #25, 47, 58, 68

DESERT MAGAZINE BOOK SHOP; **1959-1960**

REAL DESLAURIERS LIBRAIRE; **1982: Aut.**

REBECCA B. DESMARAIAS; #1-7, 11-12, 14-17, 20-24, 26,

R & G DESMARAIAS; #29-31, 33

DETERING BOOK GALLERY; #5-9, 11-18, 21-27

NIAL DEVITT BOOKS; #48, 50, 50/2

NICHOLAS DEWEY RARE MEDICAL BOOKS; #B

DIFFERENT DRUMMER BOOKS; #8
DILLON’S UNIVERSITY BOOKSHOP; #10
LARRY DINGMAN & ASSOC.; #14, 17-18
DINKYTOWN ANTIQUARIAN BOOKSTORE; #42-43; Trialogue 1
JOHN DINSMORE & ASSOCIATES, BOOKSELLERS; #2
DISCOUNT BOOKS INC.; 1990: Winter
PERCY JOHN DOBELL; 1918, 1920
LIBRERIA DOCET; #26, 33
DODD & MEAD COMPANY; #67
DOLPHIN BOOK SHOP; #4
F. DORLING; #97-98, 100-105, 138, 146, 155, 157, 161
DOME; #3, 5
HARRY DONLEVY; 80 masterpieces of the book arts
JOHN W. DOULL BOOKSELLER; #5
JAMES M. DOURGARIAN BOOKMAN; #51
JAMES DOWD; #2
WILLIAM DOYLE GALLERIES; 1985: June 20, Nov.; 1986: June; 1989: Dec. 15
DOYLE NEW YORK; 2008: Nov. 3
DRAGON BOOKS; #8
JAMES F. DRAKE; # 179, 189, 193
DRAMA BOOKSHOP; 1969: Spring
DREW’S BOOKSHOP; #77, 81, 83-84, 86-100, 106, 111
EMILY DRISCOLL; #7
LIBRAIRIE DROZ; #29
DRUMBEAT AMERICANA BOOKS; #1-2
DRUSILLA’s BOOKS; #3-4
LIBRAIRE DUCHENE; #9
DULAU AND COMPANY; # 248, 250, 259, 270, 278, 281
DUMONT MAPS & BOOKS OF THE WEST: #8, 40-41, 47, 50-53, 55, 59
RUSSELL R. DUPONT BOOKSELLER; #1-2
FREDERIQUE DUVAL & XAVIER DE LOSTALOT; Valence
DWYER'S BOOKSTORE; #3-5
DWYER & CRONIN; #2
JEFF DYKES; #1-7, 9-12, 14-17, 21-24, 26-53, 55-57
E.F.E.;Collection of books mainly on early Netherlandish painting
EAGLE BOOKS; #5
EAGLE PRESS; #101-103
EARLY WEST; #19, 21
PETER EATON; #24, 49, 51-52, 130; 1973: March, April
EDWARD EBERSTADT; #92, 107, 156, 160, 166
ECLECTIC GALLERY; #1-5
I.D. EDRICH; Charter
H.W. EDWARDS BOOKSELLER; #51, 120
JOHN E. EDWARDS; #81
ELGEN BOOKS; #18
ELIZABETHAN BOOKSELLER; #193
FAY ELLIOTT RARE BOOKS; #2-4
MESSRS. ELLIS; #289
ELMCRESS BOOKS; Imprint,
ELSEVIER ANTIQUARIAN DEPT.; #43
ELYSIAN FIELDS, BOOKSELLERS; #10, 28
ELSTREE BOOKS; #10-11, 13, 20
ANTIQUARIAAT MEIJER ELTE; #51, 54
ELTON ENGINEERING BOOKS; #1-4
EMERALD ISLE BOOKS; #43, 65, 72, 76-79, 83-84
EMERY'S BOOKS; #5
EMPIRE AUTOGRAPH AUCTIONS; #14, 16
GABRIEL ENGEL; #7
ENITHARMON PRESS; Artists books, Rare books, 2012
ENTWISTLE GREEN; 1985: June 26
EQUINOX BOOKS; #1-3
ERASMUS ANTIQUARIAAT; #33, 257, 277, 280, 929
ERASMUSHAUS BASEL; # 14, 22, 25, 16-30, 64, 923-924
ERGO BOOKS; #3030
J. ESPAGNON; #36
L'ESTAMPE ORIGINALE; 1 catalog (unnumbered/unnamed)
ESTATES OF MIND; #35
ETHNOGRAPHIC ARTS PUBLICATIONS; #R8-9; 1980: Fall
EUCLID BOOKS; #1-3, 5-14, 16, 20
LONNIE E. EVANS BOOKS; T
EVERARD BOOKS; #1
CHARLES P. EVERITT; New series #67
DAVID EWENS; #16
EX LIBRIS; #5
EXPORT BOOK CO.; #299, 692
F & I BOOKS; #1
RICHARD FAIRCLOUGH; #109-110
EDWARD C FALES; # 7, 12, 14, 18, 2022
FALKNER EIRSON; #18th century, Cat. Of books printed between 1504-1714, 1968
FAMILY ALBUM#1-2, 8; Tillers of the cultural soil; 1980: Fall
CLLIVE FARAHAR; #8
FAUPEL’s; #83, Americana 88-89, 94-96 ; #103
BOB FEIN BOOKS; #29-34, 49, 60-62, 69-70, 85
BETTE S. FEINSTEIN; Textile books
JOSEPH J. FELCONE; #29, 31
JAMES O.’D FENNING; #2-6, 9
LIBRAIRE ALAIN FERRATON; #BA1; 1992: Dec. 21
FIAMMETTA SOAVE; #5/78
MARSHALL FIELD & CO.; #1942
SIMON FINCH; #6-7, 35, 37-39, 44, 47-48, 52-53, 56, 58, 61, 63; Continental books; Mathematics books
FINE ART CATALOGUES; #51-52
FINE ARTS BOOKSHOP; #5’77; 7’77
FINE ARTS TRADER; 2001: April
FINE BOOK CO.; # 25, 31, 37, 39, 41
FINE BOOKS ORIENTAL; #3
FIREPROOF BOOKS; #2, 6-7, 9
FIRST EDITION BOOKSHOP; #23, 25, 60, 65, 75
FIRST IMPRESSIONS; #2-9
FIRSTS & COMPANY; #1
A.S. FISCHLER; # 8
RICHARD FITCH; #6-7, 33-34, 36, 40 49
FIVE QUAIL BOOKS WEST; 1997: Summer
RICHARD FLAMER; #4,6-9, 11,13, 15, 18
FLANIGAN’s PRINT GALLERY; #1
C & I. K. FLETCHER; #195, 201
H.M. FLETCHER; #112-114, 120, 121-123, 125-126
IFAN KYRLE FLETCHER; #187, 189, 194, 213, 222
DAN FOG MUSIKFORLAG; #365
WALTON FOLK; #31, 38
FOLKLORE ASSOCIATES; #1
FOREST BOOKS; #42-43, 55, 57, 69, 95-97
ARNALDO FORNI; #16; 1980
ANTIQUARIAT FORUM; Bulletin #6-7 ; Catalog # 74, 97
GARY A. FOSTER; #1-2
ALEX FOTHERINGHAM; #8, 22, 55-57
FOUGEROLLE; #12, 15, 17; Bulletin: 35
FOUR RIVERS BOOKS; #1-3, 5, 9
ALAN C. FOX; #1
LEONARD FOX; Art deco & art nouveau illustrated books; Art nouveau Illustrated books 2; Illustrators & decorators; Graphic arts; Limited editions club; Miscellaneous list; Ornament; Photography; Short list;

W. & G. FOYLE; #56; 1931, 1958, 1970

PAUL FRANCE; #28

BURT FRANKLIN; #7, 9, 50

COLIN & CHARLOTTE FRANKLIN: #4-5, 7-8

FREEDOM BOOKSHOP; #1-6, 8-9, 12


F. BARRIE FREEMAN: Books with beepers

SAMUEL T. FREEMAN; #987; 1936: Mar. 23; 1969: May; 2000: Sept. 20-21

LARRY FREIFELD RARE BOOKS; #15

FRENCH & EUROPEAN PUBLICATIONS; #102

ROBERT FREW; #5

FRICELLI ASSOCIATES; #61

HUGO FRICK; #4

ANTIQUARIAT FRICK; #7, 10-13, 17, 29, 20-23

DAVID H. FRID.; #1-4, 8-12, 14

HARRY S. FRIEDMAN; #126

FRIENDS OF THE DETROIT PUBLIC LIBRARY; 1985: Nov. 21

HOWARD FRISCH ANTIQUARIAN BOOKS; #1-2; 83-5, 84-1

ALEX M. FRIZZELL; #198-203, 231

FROGNAL RARE BOOKS; 1977: Nov.; #101

FROHNHOEFER’S BOOKS; #9-10, 26-27, LC3; 1969: Fall

DORIS FROHNSDORFF; #17, 20, 29, 31, 33, 40, 42-43

THEODORE FRONT; #10

FRONTIER AMERICA CORPORATION; #27, 29-31, 33-38
JAMES C. FRYE; 1975: Dec.; Misc. #175
FULLERTON & SON; 1930: Apr., Oct.
HERBERT FURSE BOOKMAN; 1988: Oct. 16
W. BRUCE FYE ANTIQUARIAN MEDICAL BOOKS; #73
G & W ANTIQUARIAN BOOKSELLERS; #1
GALASSIA GUTENBERG; #5
GALLOWAY & PORTER; #72, 77
ANTHONY GARNETT; #11, 13-15, 17-18a
JOSEPH GARNIER; #18
ROGER GASKELL; #2
LIBRAIRIE PIERRE M. GASON; #117, 149-151, 154-155, 157, 159-160, 163-166, 168-169, 172-175, 177, 181, 184, 186, 190-196, 200, 202, 206, 208-210, 212-213; Histoire de la franc-maconnerie; Revolution francaise empire
LIBRAIRIE GASPA; #4, 1991
ALBERT S. GATSCHET; 1 catalog (unnumbered/undated)
ROBERT GAVORRA; #53-56, 64
L.E. GAY SOUTHWEST BOOKS; #48
R.A. GEKOSKI; #1-8, 10-12; Miscellany of books from stock
GENEALOGICAL BOOK CO.; #201, 206, 208-212
GEORGE’S; #615, 626, 643, 645, 648, 654, 656, 660, 668, 673, 681, 692, 695-696, 698, 700, 703, 708
A GERITS & SON; #44-45, 53, 55
ANTOINETTE G. GERSDORF; #101
GIBBINGS & GILL; 1991: June 19
STANLEY GIBBONS; #1-3; 1977: Oct.; 1980: Spring
MICHAEL GIBBS; #7
GIBSON GALLERIES; #2

BENNETT GILBERT; #15, 19-26, 28; 1992: Feb. 14-16; 1994: Feb. 4-6

DONALD GILDEA; #37

GILEAD HILL BOOK SHOP; #12, 15, 29


GIMELSON; 7th & 8th Hundred

GINKGO TREE BOOKSHOP; 1986-87

MICHAEL GINSBERG BOOKS; #5-6, 8-9, 13, 16, 22, 24, 26, 28-30, 32, 34-35, 37, 41-42, 45, 47, 49-51, 54, 61-64, 66, 68-74, 76-82, 84-96, 98-99, 102-123, 125; Indians of the Americas

GIRAUD-BADIN; 1996: References

GLADSTONE & CAMPBELL; #2

NANCY SHEIRY GLAISTER FINE & RARE BOOKS; #19

EDWIN V. GLASER RARE BOOKS; #22 27, 31, 55; Bulletin 102

JACK GLENN GALLERY; 1971

GLENN BOOKS; # 1-8, 10-12, 14-17, 19-25, 27, 29-31, 34-38, 40-41, 48, 50; Christmas sampler #1-2

THE GLOBE RARE MAPS & BOOKS; #7

GLOUCESTER ROAD BOOKSHOP; #3, 5, 7, 9-10, 14, 16

M.V. GLYNN; #3-1

THOMAS C. GODFREY; #274, 276

GILLIAN GOLDBLATT; 1977: June

GOLDEN AGE AUTOGRAPHS; 1 catalog (unnumbered/undated)

GOLDEN LEGEND; #1, 4-5, 7-8, 10; Dylan Thomas; Fine & rare books; Picasso; Rare & beautiful books for the holidays; Sale catalogue; T.E. Lawrence

LARRY GOLDER; #1. 24

GABY GOLDSCHEIDER; #10, 19

CHARLES A. GOLDSMID; 1991: Spring
E.P. GOLDSCHMIDT & CO.; #58, 120, 134, 159-165, 167-172Supplement #18; 1 catalog (unnumbered/undated)

LUCIEN GOLDSCHMIDT; #25, 29, 40, 45, 49, 53, 59-60; Final announcement

THOMAS A. GOLDWASSER; #2-9, 16; New series #1; 2005: Jan.

JULIETA GONCALVES; #3

MICHAEL GOOD; 1 catalog (unnumbered/undated)

GOOD BOOKS; #13, 15

JAMES GOODE & CO.; #3-4

E.R. GOODRIDGE; Feb'48


PAUL GOTHIER; #444; 1978: April

PAUL GOTTSCHALK; #11

GOTHAM BOOK MART & GALLERY; Informal literary gathering

LIBRAIRIE PAUL GOTHIER; #467

LIBRERIA GOVI; Arte, Seicento libri antichi e moderni di varia cultura

GRABHORN PRESS; #3


DOUGLAS A. GRAHAM: #1

JANE GRAHAM; #20 pt.1, 21-24, 28

JERY GRANAT; #1

MICHAEL J. GRANO; #1
J & S GRAPHICS; #1-2, 4-16, 18, 21-21, 23-31

PAUL GRAUPE; # 57

GRAVESEND BOOKS; #4, 6-16, 18, 25, 27, 31 ; Suppl. to 28, Suppl. to 29 ; Baker Street Journal, The Idler monthly

ROBERT GRAZIANI-LEVY; Advance copy of catalogue in preparation

GREAT NORTHWEST BOOKSTORE; #35-38

PAULETTE GREENE; #5-6, 75, 78, 80

GREENWICH BOOKS; #4

ADRIAN GREENWOOD RARE BKS; #1

ROBIN GREER; #3-5, 7-8, 10-12, 15-16

GREGG INTERNATIONAL; 1979

GEORGE GREGORY BOOKSTORE: #343-344

FAULKNER GREIRSON & CO; Novels, tales & romances

GRENIER DU COLLECTIONNEUR; #60

GREYFRIARS BOOKS & PRINTS; #7

GRIFFIN BOOKS; #SB

GRINDING STONE BOOK SHOP; #3

JOE & ANNE GRISKA; #4


GROLIER BOOK SHOP; 1985: April

BERNARD GROSS BOOKS; #16

DAVID GROSSBLATT, BOOKSELLER; #7-13, 15

RICK GRUNDER BOOKS; #2-4, 7, 13; Mormons

ANTIQUARIAN GRYPHON; 1992: Spr.

C.E. GUARINO;#1,3-13,15-16,18-19, 38, 58, 88,

R.R. GUEST; #4
LIBRERIA GUIDA A PORTALBA; #31-33, 37

GUIDON BOOKS; #2-5, 7; 1969: Dec.

LAURIN GUILLOUX; 1993: April 23

GULF COAST BOOK AUCTIONS; 2006: Nov. 11

S. DAS GUPTA ANTIQUARIAN BOOKSELLER; #171-172

R.D. GURNEY; #20, 64, 67, 69, 83-87, 90, 93, 98-100

GUTENBERG HOLDINGS; 1 catalog (unnumbered/undated)

GUTENBERG MUSEUM; 1949

OTTO HAAS; #37

B. HACKER; #2

 HACKER ART BOOKS; Bibliography; #27

HAGEDORN BOOK SHOP; 1948-1949

HAGELIN ANTIKVARIT; #8, 20

DONALD E. HAHN; #31

WILLIAM F. HALE BOOKS; #3

HALE HOUSE; #68F, 69, 69F, 70B, 71A, 71C

HALEWOOD & SONS LTD.; 1867-1967

AMANDA HALL RARE BOOKS; #1-3, 6; ABA Antiquarian book fair 2003

ANTHONY C. HALL; #76

JOSLIN HALL RARE BOOKS; #131, 144-145

M.T. HALL BOOKSELLER; #3-4, 9-11

NORMAN ALEXANDER HALL; #34, 38

PAYSON HALL BOOKSHOP; #1

HALLESCHES ANTIQUARIAT; #107

NORBERT HALLIWELL; #3
LIONEL HALTER; #1
HAMBURGER ANTIQUARIAT; #121
HAMILL & BARKER; #7-23
CHARLES HAMILTON; #27, 29
MILTON HAMMER; #1, 3-4, 6-7
HAMMER MOUNTAIN BOOK HALLS; #16
FRANK HAMMOND; #2, 4, 142-172, 174-182, 184-196, 198-199, 201, 203-204, 207-208, Extra series #7, 28-30, 32
HAMMOND’S ANTIQUES & BOOKS; 1 catalog (unnumbered/undated)
HAMPTON BOOKS; #9
HAN SHAN TANG; #18-19
DEAN W. HAND BOOKS; #17, 19, 30, 37
T & L HANNAS; #13-14, 17, 20-22, 24-25, 67, 71
HARBOR HILL BOOKS; #8, 11
MICHAEL HARGRAVES BOOKS; #2, 4
HARPAGON ASSOCIATES: #23, 27-28
ADRIAN HARRINGTON; 2001: Spring
PETER HARRINGTON; #75-76
HARRINGTON BROTHERS; 1995: June
HARRINGTON FINE BOOKS; 2004: Feb., Summer; #24
DORIS HARRIS AUTOGRAPHS; #2, 5A, 39
HARRIS AUCTION GALLERIES; 1975: Dec.; # 178, 184, 192, 197, 210
JOHN V. HART; #2
HARTFIELD; #4, 9-11, 24, 36-39, 41, 45-48
PAUL HARTUNIAN AUTOGRAPHS; #32, 34, 37-38, 44, 61
HARVEY’S BOOKSHOP; #10-12, 15
HASKELL BOOKSELLERS; Studies in English literature
RICHARD HATCHWELL; #45, 47, 51-52; Manuscripts
HAUS DER BUCHER AG; 1978: Sept.
HAUSWEDELL & NOLTE; #233-234, 236, 238
TIMOTHY HAWLEY BOOKS; #11-20-23, 25-39, 41, 43, 46, 135-137, 157
HAWLEY’S ISLAND BOOK CO.; #4
HAWTHORN BOOKS; 1985: Autumn; #25-26
HAY CINEMA BOOKSHOP; #23, 26-27, 31-36, 38-40, 42-45
ROBERT G. HAYMAN; #3-16, 28-38-47, 51-53, 91
DONALD A. HEALD; 2003: Spring
HEARTLAND BOOKS; #6, 16
CHARLES F. HEARTMAN; 1926: Nov.
HEARTWOOD BOOKS; #12 pt.1&2, 14, 16, 27, 30-31, 34, 37, 40
MICHAEL D. HEASTON; 1 catalog (no date/numbering); Indians of East, South Southwest & West; Mostly pocket maps; #3, 7, 12, 14-17, 20, 22-24, 26-28, 30, 48
A.R. HEATH; #11, 13, 15-21, 23
WILLIAM R. HECHT; 3101

HECHT BOOK SHOP; #60, 97, 101-102, 116-117

EUGENE HECHTMAN; #1

HEFFER BOOKS; #1, 5-7, 10, 18, 28, 35, 38, 51, 161, 175, 851, 865, 869, 875, 878;

GEORGES HEILBRUN; #20, 40, 42-43

HEINOLDT BOOKS; #7, 12-14, 16

F. THOMAS HELLER; #142-143, 145, 151, 154, 157, 161

JOSHUA HELLER RARE BOOKS; #1-2, 5-6, 8-11, 13-14, 16-17, 21; New series; #1-2, 6

HEMLOCK BOOKS; #14, 16

GARY HENDERSHOTT; #26, 32, 35

JOHN F. HENDSEY BOOKSELLER; #1-2, 5, 25-28, 30-31

THOMAS HENEAGE & CO.; 1990

STAN V. HENKELS; #1454

EDMUND A. HENNESSY; D.H. Lawrence

HENNESSEY & INGALLS; #5, 45, 61, 97, 110, New series #1, 4

HENNESSEYS BOOKSELLERS; #1-3

HERALDRY TODAY; 1977-1978, 1990

B. HERDER; 1902


HERITAGE BOOK SHOP; #105, 120-121, 123, 125-126, 131-132, 134, 136-137, 142, 144, 147-148, 150, 155, 159, 163, 165-169, 171-172, 174, 179, 181-183, 185 ; Boston International Book Fair Nov. 8-19, 1991; 28th London Antiquarian Book Fair; Miscellany #2, 9; Mark Twain autograph listing

HERITAGE COLLECTOR'S SOCIETY; 1984: April

HERITAGE – SLATER AMERICANA; #611

J.N. HERLIN; #2, 6

HERMANN & CIE; #140
THE HERMITAGE; #4-5, 18; Joint catalogue of Literary Criticism


MENNO HERTZBERGER; #240, 257-258, 270, 275-278, 282

HESKETH & WARD; #7-8, 11, 13-14, 16

HESPERIA; #34

GERARD TH. VAN HEUSDEN BOOKSELLER; 1967/68, 1970/71

EDGAR HEYL; #136, 165

HIBBERD’S BOOKS; #1

J.T. HICKOX; #2


KARL W. HIERSEMANN; #535

HIGH MEADOWS NATURAL HISTORY BOOKS; #1

HIGH RIDGE BOOKS; #7, 10-11, 17, 19, 22, 24, 26-30, 38-40

MICHAEL HILDERBRAND BOOKS: Grabhorn library of Arthur Bloomfield

JONATHAN A. HILL; #1-23, 25-41, 43-62, 66-67, 142, 147, 149-150

LAURIE HILL; #42

PETER MURRAY HILL; #150, 156, 157, 159

PHILLIPS HILL BOOKS; #3-4

WALTER M. HILL; #16, 90, 116, 136, 142-143, 67, 175

HILLMAN BOOKS; #5

HILLTOP HOUSE BOOKS; #110-112


HINKEL’S BOOK SHOP; #19-71

DANIEL HIRSCH; #23, 27, 30; Scarce & interesting one; Bulletin #36
HIRSCHFELD GALLERIES; 1 catalog (unnumbered/undated)
LIBRERIA HISPANICA; #4
HISTORICANA; #3, 7
HISTORIC CITY PLANS & VIEWS; #28, 30-31
HISTORICAL NEWSPAPERS & JOURNALS; #27
HOBBIT RARE BOOKS; 1 catalog (unnumbered/undated)
HOBBYHORSE BOOKS; #19
HOCHSCHILD, KOHN & CO.; #26
IAN HODGKINS & CO.; #11, 13-14
JIM HODGSON BOOKS; #25
ULRICO HOEPLI; 1932: Apr.
HOFMANN & FREEMAN; #30-31, 33-34
HOLE-IN-THE-WALL BOOKSTORE; 1988
MICHAEL S. HOLLANDER; #1-6, 11, 13, 18,
FRANK HOLLINGS; #65, 204, 210, 216
G.F. HOLLINGSWORTH; #113, 153, 242, 248, 251, 259, 268, 280, 295, 325
GORDON HOLLIS BOOKS; #9
HOLLIS BOOKS; #3, 7, 9
DAVID HOLLOWAY BOOKSELLER; #6, 13
HOLLYWOOD BOOK CITY; #1
HOLLYWOOD BOOK SHOP; #26
DAVID J. HOLMES; #6-37, 39-43, 45-46, 48-49, 51
HOLMES BOOK CO.; #47, 55, 77, 91, 98, 100-104
JURGEN HOLSTEIN; #88, 93

J. HOOD BOOKSELLER; 1979: Fall; 1980: Spring

HOPES & DIXON; #1, 3, 7-11

STEPHANIE HOPPEN; Asolo, Capri, Lugano, Modena, Nussbaum,

GLENN HOROWITZ BOOKSELLER; #1-12, 13-17, 19-21,23-26; Thomas Merton; Wyndham Lewis 1882-1957


MICHAEL HOSKING BOOKSELLER; #20

KEN HOTTLE; #15

GEORGE HOULE; Art; #20, 46, 57, 59, 61, 68

HOUSE OF BOOKS; 5 catalogs (no date/numbering), 1963, 1968, 1970: April

HOUSE OF EL DIEFF; 1 catalog (no date/numbering), #6-7, 64, 71-72; 1964: March, Nov; 1981: Jul 10; Distinguished library of detective-crime-mystery fiction, First editions of English Authors, George Eliot, Potpourri, Printed on vellum, Siegfried Sassoon

JOHN HOWELL; #25, 29, 31-32, 34, 40, 42, 44-46, 49 pt1, 52, 54, 175, 1912-1982, 9th California Antiquarian book fair; New series #6; Publications of the Bibliographical Society; Bookman, San Francisco: v.2#1, New series 4-5

WRIGHT HOWES; #3, 39, 41, 70

HOWES BOOKSHOP; #170-172, 177-183, 204, 207-208, 210-212; The Normans & English life before & after the conquest,

JEANNE HOYT; #7, 10-12, 26-28

MURRAY HUDSON; #12-13, 19; Maps of KY, TN & lost state of Franklin ; Maps of Missouri


HUGHES’ ; #28, 57

HULL-NANTASKET BEACH COLLECTIBLES; #3

HULOGOSI; #1

HUNERSDORFF; #13, 16-17
MAXWELL HUNLEY RARE BOOKS; #14, 1646, 49, 51, 54

PAUL HUNT; #501-502

HURLEY BOOKS; #12, 74, 78-79, 81, 84, 87, 100, 134, 136, 139, 143, 146, 150, 154, 156, 159, 163, 166, 168, 172, 182, 200, Catalogue of 18th century American books & pamphlets; Summer '72; Miscellany; Theology

HYDE PARK RARE BOOKS; #H, W

JOAN & CEALL HYLAND; #192

KENNETH M. HYRE; #8, 11

SALVATORE J. IACONE; #1

IDLEWOOD RARE BOOKS; #3, 21

ILLUSTRATED ANTIQUES; llant, Lant

IMPORTED BOOKS; #66


INGMIRE PUBLICATIONS; #7

MAURICE INMAN; 9 catalogs (unnumbered), Selection of titles on the Grolier Club List; #68, 73-78

INMAN’S BOOK SHOP; #111

INSTITUTO NACIONAL DE ANTROPOLOGIA E HISTORIA; 1968

INTER-AMERICAN BOOKS; #5

INTERLIBRUM VADUZ; #248, 253-254, 260. 266-267, 282, 284, 304, 319

INTERNATIONAL ANTIQUARIAN BOOK FAIR; #15, 17

INTERNATIONAL AUTOGRAPHS; #25

INTERNATIONAL BOOKFINDERS; #83, 91-92, 95, 108-109, 113, 118, 120-121, 123, 130, 135, 140, 155, 170, 198

INTERNATIONAL GENERAL; E catalog

INTERNATIONAL LEAGUE OF ANTIQUARIAN BOOKSELLERS; #16, 31,33, 36-37, 44, 46
IRVINGTON PUBLISHERS; American Life & Lit.

FRANK E. IRWIN; #2

ALEXANDER J. ISAACS BOOKSELLER; #1

ANDREW ISLES BOOKSHOP; #14

MAARTEN J. ISRAEL; #10

NICO ISRAEL; 1 catalog

IVELET BOOKS; 1981: Spring, Summer; #9G-10, 12-13

J & J HOUSE BKSELLERS; #12, 15, 17, 19-20, 23, 26

J & S CATALOGUE: #10, 22, 27

J & S GRAPHICS; #12-16, 18-21, 23-31

JFF COMPANY; 1982 #12; 1983 #1, 4-5, 7-12, 14-15; 1984 #3, 6, 8-10, 12-13; 1985 #13, 15-17; 1986 #1, 11; 1988: Mar.

IAN JACKSON; #4, 44, 46, 50, 62, 64

DOUGLAS M. JACOBS; #14-16, 18-19, 21-23

IAN JACOBS; #46

S. JACOBS; #6, 9

JAMES S. JAFFE RARE BOOKS; #1, 3-12, 14, 16, 18-25, 27-33, 44-47, 49-55, 57-59, 65, 69, 74, 81, Modern 1st editions, Anniversary catalogue; 2006: Summer

B.A. JAMES; #1-2

LIBRAIRIE P. JAMMES; Les Humanistes; Livres Anciens; #237, 263

JANUS BOOKS; #22, 24-25

LE JARDIN DES MUSES; #17

JARNDYCE BOOKS; #6, 15, 24, 31

JEFFERSON DAVIS AUCTION GALLERIES; #32, 34, 38

JEFFERSON RARITIES; #101

HAL JENSEN BOOKSELLER; #4

JOHN’S WESTERN GALLERY; #4

CROMPTON T. JOHNSON; #10, 14

DAVID P. JOHNSON; 1974: Aut.; 1975: March

JOHN JOHNSON; #86, 94-96, 98, 101, 103, 106

WALTER J. JOHNSON; #101

R.S. JOHNSON FINE ART; 2004

PETER JOLLiffe; #31

ANDREW JONES; 1981#4

JORDAN ANTIQUARIAN BOOKS; #66

E. JOSEPH BOOKSELLER; #5-7, 8-12, new ser. 1-10, 12; 1992

JOSEPH THE PROVIDER; #1-6, 15, 17, 20, 26, 37-38, 40-48, 52, 54; Books bought & sold ; 100 rarities of modern literature ; Summer Sale; Supplementary list N

JOURNALFRANZ; #128

THOMAS J. JOYCE & CO.; #10-12

JUDAIC BOOK SERVICE; #6

ANTIQUARIAAT JUNK; #194, 201, 203-204, 208, 215-216, 218-220, 260; The Mattioli woodblocks

JOHN JUSTICE BOOKSELLER; 1982


K BOOKS; #226, 230-231, 234, 236, 258, 274-275, 332, 336, 360

HELEN R. KAHN ANTIQUARIAN BOOKS; #13, 28-29, 31, 33, 35-36, 38, 40-43, 49-50

BEN I. KAHRAMAN; #25, 27

GUNNAR A. KALDEWEY; #59, 63 ; German Romantics
SIBYLLLE KALDEWEY; #13
KALEIDOSCOPE BOOKS; #28
VICTOR KAMKIN BOOKSTORE; #19, 42, 87, 89
KAMPMANN NATIONAL BOOK NETWORK; 1989: Fall
GEORGE ROBERT KANE FINE BOOKS; #1
KANE ANTIQUARIAN AUCTION; #12, 17, 21, 42
K.S. KAPP; #15-16, 18
KENNETH KARMIOLE BOOKSELLER; 22 catalogs (unnumbered)
BRIAN KATHENES; #7, 9, 11, 14
KATONAH BOOK SCOUT; Quest for America
ELAINE KATZ BOOKSELLER; #32
JOHN W. KAUFMANN, INC; #132
ROBERT G. KAUFMANN; #42
KEANE-EGAN BOOKS; #9-11
PETER KEISOGLOFF RARE BOOKS; #17, 19
KEITH & MARTIN BOOK SHOP; #3, 7, 11, 18
DANIEL F. KELLEHER; #570
WM. F. KELLEHER; #100
KELMSCOTT BOOKSHOP; #3
KENDALL AND STEIGERWALD; #1
KENNY'S BOOKSHOP; #168, 253, 255, 276
KENSTON RARE BOOKS; #2-5, 1 unnumbered catalog
EWEN KERR BOOKS; #10-11
KEW BOOKS; #7
JOHN G. KIDD & SON; #20
LIBRAIRIE LEONCE LAGET; #36-37

N.L. LAIRD; #1-2, 4

D & E LAKE; #35, 37-38, 44, 48, 53-54, 56, 58-59, 64, 88, 98-99, 101

LAKIN & MARLEY RARE BOOKS; #2

MAGGIE LAMBETH; #9-14, 16-17, 23-28

LAME DUCK BOOKS; #1-6, 8-19, 31-33, 37-38, 44-47

LAMESA BOOKSELLERS; #11, 13

MARTAYAN LAN; #5, 9, 52; New series#2

LANCASTER MENNONITE HISTORICAL SOC.; 1993: July

STEPHEN K. LAND; #3-5

LANDMARK BOOK COMPANY; 1977: June; #6-9, 13, 17-19, 23, 25, 27-29, 31-32, 36, 39-43, 45-49, 52, 54-57, 61-64; Bulletin 7,10-11, 14, 16

LANDRE & MEESTERS; #15

LANDSCAPE BOOKS; #2-3, 375

LAWRENCE LANE; #770

PETER LANG; Feb’82

LANGE & SPRINGER; #34, 36, 38, 49, 51, 54, 56

B. LAPI'US BOOKSELLER; #6-7, 13, 71

LARSON’S; #6

L’ART ANCIEN;#23,65,67-70

L’ART MEDICAL; #63

VINCENT LASPINA; #2- 4

AUGUST LAUBE; 8 catalogs (unnumbered/undated)

DANIELA LAUBE FINE ART: #2

LAURENTIUS; 1965

JAMES & MARY LAURIE BOOKSELLERS; #24-30, 32, 35-36, 40, 42, 45, 80
L’AUTOGRAPHE; #2
LAWBOOK EXCHANGE; #32-34
E.M. LAWSON; #112, 118, 157, 166-167, 184-185, 188, 197, 219, 266, 277, 284, 286, 289
EDWARD LAY; 1943 Spring
ANTHONY W. LAYWOOD; #61-63, 65
LAZY DAY; #1, 13, 15-18, 20-21, 26-28, 30, 38, 41, 45
KEN LEACH; #70-1, 81-5, 84-4, 85-1 to 85-3, 85-5 to 85-8
LEAMINGTON BOOK SHOP; #2, 4, 7-8, 11-12, 20-21, 29, 32, 36, 41-42
LEAVES OF GRASS; #8-18, 20-21 pt.A,
PATRICIA LEDLIE BOOKSELLER; #48, 50
LEE & LEE BOOKSELLERS; #18, 20
LEEKLEY RARE & SCHOLARLY BOOKS; #100-102
LEFT BANK BOOKSTALL; #6
ROBERT A. LEGRESLEY; #40
LEICESTER ART BOOKS; #16-17, 19
JAMES G. LEISHMAN; #8
LENOX HILL PUBLISHING; #157
LEONARD & COMPANY; Nov. 1875
L’ERMA DI BRETSCHNEIDER; 1980
DAVID M. LESSER; #4, 6-7, 9, 11, 52, 76, 119-132, 134, 137-141, 143-151
BARRY R. LEVIN; v.2#1, 13, 87
NORMAN LEVINE’S EDITIONS; #675, 677-678
IRVING LEW; 15, 19-20
MICHAEL LEWIS; #120-171, 173-195, 197-200, 209

R.E. LEWIS & DAUGHTER; 2004: Spring; 2007: Summer

C.F. LIBBIE & COMPANY; 1910: Apr.

LIBRAIRIE DE L’ABBAYE; #223


LIBRAIRIE LES MAINS LIBRES; #1

LIBRAIRIE SAINT-GEORGES; 2 catalogs (unnumbered/undated)


LIBRERIA L’AMATEUR; #40

LIBRERIA LINARDI Y RISSO; Boletin #168

LIBRI D’ARTE; Romanino

LIBRI ILLUSTRATI E CARTELLE; #1-2

LIBROS LATINOS; #55, 67, 73

LIEN’S BOOK SHOP; #13-19

LIGHTHOUSE BOOKS; #10, 18, 22-23, 32

ANTHONY D. LILLY; #405, 430

WADE LILLYWHITE BOOKS; #4

LIMESTONE HILLS BOOKSHOP; #5, 7, 9-10, 12-19

ABRAHAM LINCOLN BOOK SHOP; #14, 112

LINCOLN HILL BOOKS; #1

S. LINDEN; #57

LINDEN EDITIONS; 1990: Sept.

DEENE W. LINDSEY; #1-3

WM. LINEHAN; #26, 36, 51

R.L. LINK; #65-69
GEO. E. LINTHICUM; #2-3, 8-10
LION HEART AUTOGRAPHS; #3, 5-6, 8-18, 25, 27-29
LIPERT GALLERY; #1
LITERARY HERITAGE; 4, 6-7
LITERARY LION; 2011: Winter
LITTLE HUNDRED GALLERY; 1978: April
LIVRES ANCIENS & MODERNES; # 33-36, 47, 3/17/92, 7/9/92
LLEWELLYN; #87B-C, 89B
DANIEL LLOYD: #New series 6-8
TOM LLOYD-ROBERTS; #41, 72-73, 76-77, 79-86
LLOYD BOOKS; #1-2
LOCK SEVEN BOOKS; #1
ANTIQUARIAT LOCKER & WOGENSTEIN; #11, 14, 19-21
FLORENCE LOEWY; 1990, 1991
S. LOMBARDO; #19B
LONDON P.B.F.A. BOOK FAIR; 1980: June
KEN LOPEZ BOOKSELLER; # 40-41, 44-45, 47, 48-52, 54-55, 56-64, 66-68, 71-73, 100, 144; Raymond Carver, Modern literature, Special Issue, Native American literature
LORSON’S BOOKS & PRINTS; # 2-6
LOS ANGELES BOOK AUCTION GALLERY; Brizzard of western America pt.1&2
LOUISIANA STATE UNIVERSITY; 1990: March 24
DOLORES LOVEL BOOKSELLER; 1972#1
JAMES LOWE AUTOGRAPHS; #6-7, 10, 42, 44 + 3 suppl.s., 27
LOWE BROTHERS; #1191-1192
E. LUBBE; 1988: April 20; #6
J. & J. LUBRANO; #3, 6-7, 10, 15-17, 2432, 34, 37
LUBRECHT & CRAMER; #1

DAPHNE LUCAS; #9

ROBERT F. LUCAS ANTIQUARIAN BOOKS; #31, 37, 40

T.N. LUTHER; #26, 29, 31, 41, 44-139, 142-143

LYMAN BOOKS; #13, 20

M & S RARE BOOKS; #6, 9, 19, 27-49, 50-53, 55-64, 67-68, 70-71, 73-79, 81-84, 86-88, 91-99

JORG MAAB; 2003

MACDONNELL RARE BOOKS; #1-6, 8, 10-11, 13, 15-17, 20-21, 23-26, 28-30, 34, 36

FREW MACKENZIE; #1, 18-20


MACRAE’S INDIAN BOOK DISTRIBUTORS; 1990

MURDOCH MACTAGGART BOOKS; #13, 16, 18-22, 24, 28-29

MADISON BOOK STORE; #46

DAVID MAGEE; #33-35

EVE MAGEE BOOKS; 1995: Jan. 17

GOUGH MAGEE; #1

MAGGS BROS. LTD.; #3, 5 (pt. 5 & 10), 169, 187, 258, 266, 477, 539, 648, 662, 899-900, 902, 907, 911, 914, 916-918, 920, 926-927, 937 951, 955, 974, 980-981, 984, 986-987, 995, 1016, 1037, 1044, 1069, 1095, 1099, 1101-1102, 1104, 1106-1108, 1110, 1112, 1119-1120, 1122, 1133-1134, 1139, 1143, 1146, 1149, 1155, 1158, 1162-1163, 1165, 1168-1169, 1175, 1182, 1185, 1188, 1191, 1205-1206, 1213, 1216-1217, 1272, 1288, 1297, 1304, 1314, 1322, 1336; Bulletin #6-7, 9; Mercurius Britannicus or Mercuries Swift Messenger no. 206

MAGIC LANTERN BOOKS; #1

JEAN-JACQUES MAGIS; #24, 59-70, 72-83, 87-89

MAGNUM OPUS; #3, 6-8, 12, 29, 31-32

THOMAS D. MAHONEY BOOKSELLER; #2

LIBRAIRIE BERNARD MAILLE; 6 catalogs (no numbering or date), 1997
MAIN STREET; #1, 3, 7-8
MAIN STREET FINE BOOKS; #1-2, 4-6
MAISON DE LA MUTUALITE; 1996: June 2
LIBRAIRIE MALZIEU; 1984, Livres anciens et modernes
G.B. MANASEK; 1991: June
MANNADOS BOOKSHOP; #17
MANNING’S ANTIQUARIAN BOOKS & PRINTS; 80 North American maps
MANUSCRIPT; #1
MANUSCRIPT CO. OF SPRINGFIELD (VA); #10
MAP HOUSE; 1960?
MAPQUEST; #5
MELVIN MARCHER BOOKSELLER; 7, 9, 11-12, 100, 105
MARCHMONT BOOKSHOP; #6
MARCO POLO BOOKS; #11-12
MARGOLIS & MOSS; #7
MARLBOROUGH RARE BOOKS; #22, 53-55, 57-60. 65, 69, 76, 85, 87, 89-105, 107-108, 111, 147-162, 204-206, 211-213, 215
G & D I MARRIN & SONS; 32
DOUGLAS D. MARTIN BOOKS; #3, 7
JOHN WM. MARTIN BOOKSELLER; #113-121, 123, 129, 131-134, 136
MARTIN/BARNETT GENEALOGICAL CO.; #1
A & D MARTINEZ; #12
MARTINO FINE BOOKS & PUBLISHING; 2 catalogs (unnumbered/undated)
STAN MARX; #1
PETER L. MASI; #52, 65, 76, 78, 215

DAVID MASON; #7-8, 36, 40-41, 43, 46, 48, 50, 55, 57-58, 60, 62, 69, 73-74

MASSACHUSETTS BOOK AUCTIONS; 1997: May 9

GERALD MASSEY; Dog books

MATARASSO; 1949

WILLIAM & NINA MATHESON BOOKS; #5

ALISTER MATHEWS; #91-92, 95

ELKIN MATHEWS; #89, 135, 152 pt.1&2, new ser. #4, 16-17

WILLIAM MATTHEWS BOOKSELLER; #26

M.M. EINHORN MAXWELL BOOKS; #37

MAY AND MAY; #87-88

DAVID B. MAYOU BOOKSELLER; June ‘85, 1 catalogue (unnumbered/undated)

MCBLAIN BOOKS; #66, 68-69, 71-73, 77, 90, 108, 133

MCCLINTOCK BOOKS; #16-17

JOHN W. MCCONNELL; #2-3

DANIEL MCDOWLL; #1

MCDOWELL & STERN LTD.; #10-18, 20, 22-24; Bulletin #3

PATRICK MCGAHERN BOOKS; #42, 44

LAURENCE MCGILVERY; #9

MCGOWAN BOOK COMPANY; #23, 26, 35, 52, 54, 73-74, 76-78, 82, 86, 90, 94, 98, 101-102, 105

BARRY MCKAY RARE BOOKS; #39, 45, 50

IAN MCKELVIE; #31-45, 48, 56, 60, 64, 66, 70, 72, 80, 82,

BRUCE MCKITTRICK; #1-6, 12-13, 115-19, 20-24, 26-29, 31, 36-38, 41-53, 56-57, 62 ; Art & Architecture, Bibliography, printing & collection catalogs, Broadsides, Family ties, Fifteeners, Law 1477-1690, Medicine, Middle Ages, Miscellany, Miscellanyll, Miscellany Ill, Not books, Numbers, Pithy Wisdom, Rules, Savoir--vivreScience & Technology, War, Words

MCLAREN BOOKS; #1-14
ANTIQUARIAAT JAN MEEMELINK; #12
RONALD MEESTERS; #4, 7
MELANCHOLY BOOKSHOP; Political Americana
D. MELLOR & A.L. BAXTER; 1991: Summer ; 1992: Spring, Summer
H.L. MENDELSOHN FINE EUROPEAN BOOKS; #10-19
C. MENDEZ; #87; Proofs & prints published by Huquier
MERCURIUS BRITANNICUS; #177-183, 192, 199
MERLIN’S CLOSET; #1-4
MERWIN-CLAYTON SALES CO.; 1909: Feb., March, May; 1910: April; 1912: June
METACOMET BOOKS; #7-8, 10, 13, 16, 18-19, 23, 3059,
METROPOLITAN ANTIQUES; 1992: April 27-28 ; 1994: May 10
METROPOLIS ART BOOKS; #34-355
METROPOLITAN ARTS & ANTIQUES; Vol. 2#4
K. MEUSCHEL; #26, 52, 55, 100
HEINO MEYER; #163
S.S. MEYER; #22
JOHN MICHAEL BOOKS; 1977: May 6
MIDLAND NOTES; #74
MIDLAND RARE BOOK CO.; #3, 1696
GEORGE E. MILKEY; #226, 256-257, 263
MILLBURN RARE BOOKS; #3-9, 13-15
PAULINE MILLEN BOOKS; #7, 10-11
ADAM MILLS RARE BOOKS; #4-5
THOMAS MINCKLER; Montana outlined
WILLIAM HARVEY MINER CO.; #4
MINERVA RARE BOOKS; #5-6

PAUL P.B. MINET; #29

GEORGE ROBERT MINKOFF RARE BOOKS; #14, 1-6, 23-29, 40-44, 46, 48, 67-73; Joyce Collection; Recent acquisitions; Ted Hughes Collection; Vachel Lindsay;

MINNETONKA ANTIQUARIAN BOOKSHOP; #53-59

ARTHUR H. MINTERS; #64, 66, 68-70, 72, 74-75

MISSOURI RIVER ANTIQUES & BOOKS; #1

MARK E. MITCHELL; #14

MONARCH AUTOGRAPHS; 1988: Mar.

MONETARY INVESTMENT; #A-3, S-27

MONETARY LTD. OF DALLAS; #S-160

LINDA K. MONTEMAGGI; #1

E. MOORE; #9, 12; Weatherwane

MORDIDA BOOKS; #2-4

JAMES C. MOREL; #3

EIDDON MORGAN; #4

H.J. MORGAN; #1

MORGAN & ROSENTHAL; #1

J.C. MORGENTHAU & CO.; #332, 408

MORMON AMERICANA; v.2#5, 7-8, 10, 16-18; v.5#2-4; v.10#7; v.13#12

MORNINGSIDE BOOKSHOP; #1, 9, 12, 14-15


W.M. MORRISON; #200, 244, 350, 430

BRADFORD MORROW BOOK; #1, 4-7, 9, 610-611

V.J. MOSS; #25

ANTIKVARIAT U KARLOVA MOSTU; #4-5

MOTHER TONGUE BOOKS; #5


MOUNT VERNON FOUNDATION; 1950

MUDIE’S SELECT LIBRARY; #1

W. MUELLER; #997, 1296

KENNETH MUMMERY; New series #52

TOM MUNNERLYN BOOKS; #32

J.B. MUNS; #131, 133-137, 138B, 139B, 140B, 141C, 144, 147, 150, 152

ROBERT MURPHY BOOKSELLER; #19

FRANK MURRAY; #184

MUSEUM BOOK STORE; #12, 21, 50

EDWARD MYERS BOOKSELLER; #3, 22

WINIFRED A. MYERS; #2, 8, 10

MYERS & COMPANY; #270, 277, 306, 309, 324, 374, 376

LIBRAIRIE GALERIE D’ART LES MYRIADES; 1988: Apr.

MYSTERIOUS BOOKSHOP; 1984: Spring ; 1986: Spring

GE NABRINK & SON; #212

GEORGE & VERA NADOR; 24, 30-31, 34

J & E NANGLE; #8

MARGARET NANGLE; #1

NATE’S AUTOGRAPHS; #2, 18

NATIONWIDE BOOK SERVICE: #130, 132-134, 136-138

JOHN NEAL; 1988, 1989
INGO NEBEHAY; #14
KENNETH NEBENZAHL; #4, 12, 18-20, 22-23, 25-29, 34-35; Bulletin: 14-17, 19
JERROLD NEDWICK; #210, 214, 219, 224
JAMES W. NEILSON; #1
NELSON'S BOOKROOM; Alco
NEMAHA BOOKSELLERS; #20
KEN NESHEIM; #1-2; 1988: Spring, Fall; 1989: Fall
HAROLD R. NESTLER; Early American Industry; Early industry & life 1988, 1991, 1993; Manuscripts & Autographs (no numbering); Manuscripts & Autographs 1985, Pennsylvania & the South 1982; Western Americana 1990
MAURICE F. NEVILLE; #1-3, 5-9, 11-18, 45
NEW ALBION BOOKSHOP; #14
NEW ENGLAND BOOKS; #66
NEW HAMPSHIRE BOOK AUCTIONS; #4, 7-8, 11-12, 14-1517-19, 21-26, 28-45
NEW ORLEANS AUCTION GALLERIES; #0603
NEW YORK BOUND BOOKSHOP; #3, 12-13, 15, 17-18, 20; Gifts from New York, Summer Reading
NEW YORK HISTORICAL SOCIETY; 1 catalog (unnumbered/undated)
NEW YORK TRADE SALE; 1856: March 20
RALPH G. NEWMAN; Limited editions club 1929-1985
LIBRAIRIE NICAISE; 1969-1970, 1975
F.D. NIDIFFER; #1
LUDER H. NIEMEYER; XVth-XXth century books & wall maps
19TH CENTURY SHOP; #3-14, 17, 35, 39, 41

NIOBRARA BOOKS & ART SERVICES; 1986: March


NOBLE ENTERPRISES; #5-8, 11, 13-15

VIRGINIA E. NOELL BOOKS; 1997: Oct. 9

MARGARET NORD; #1

NORFOLK-HALL; #19

F. NORMAN; #60

JEREMY NORMAN & COMPANY; #2-3, 6-7, 9-15, 17

JAMES NORMILE; 1976: Sept.

ERNEST DRESSEL NORTH; # 83

PAUL H. NORTH, JR.; #1

NORTH MOUNTAIN BOOKS; 1983: April 26

NORTH SHORE BOOKS; #1-2, 6-12

NORTHWEST AUCTION GALLERY; #252

NORTHWEST BOOK AUCTION; 1978: Feb. 2, 18, 23; Mar 16, Apr 2, June 15, Jul 20, Aug 10,29, Sep 12, 28, Oct 26, Dec 2; 1979: Jan 18, Feb 6,20, Mar 22, May 3, June 28, Jul 10; Sale 110, 113,

NOTEBAART ANTIQUARIAN BOOKSELLERS; #119-122

NOTTINGHAM COURT PRESS; #5

NOUVEAU RARE BOOKS; #8-10, 17

WILLIAM J. NOVICK; #6

EDWARD D. NUDELMAN; #7-8, 11-20

O MUNDO DO LIVRO; #1-3, 6 ; 1963


OAKLANDER BOOKS; #1

OBSELESCENCE; #1

OCEANSIDE BOOKS; #109

OCTODECIMO BOOKS; #7

EMIL OFFENBACHER; #28-37, 39-41; Thirty fine books

OGER-BLANCHET; #8-9

R. O’HARE; #122

OHIO BOOK STORE; #211, 218, 244, 248, 254, 263, 284, 288, 294, 372, 380, 397-398, 419

OHIO BOOKHUNTER; #11, 35

OINONEN BOOK AUCTIONS; #4-43, 45, 47, 71, 89, 141, 168, 182. 195, 197, 207, 211, 221-222, 226, 231-232, 234, 240, 243, 250, 254-256, 258, 273, 276; 1979: Nov. 3-4

OLD BOOK CORNER; #7

OLD BOOK SCOUT; #2

OLD BOOK SHOP; #58

OLD CATHAY FINE BOOKS; #1

OLD COTTAGE BOOKSHOP; #1

OLD DRAGON’S BOOK DEN; Flag

OLD ERIE STREET BOOKSTORE; #5

OLD GLORY TRADING POST; In time for the holidays

OLD HICKORY BOOKSHOP; #36

OLD MAP GALLERY; #19-21,

OLD NEW YORK BOOKSHOP; #1-3, 6-11
OLD SETTLER BOOKSHOP; #162
OLDE AMERICANA BOOKS; #8
OLIVER & COMPANY BOOKS; #3-4
LEO S. OLSCHKI; 1983; #145, 152; catalog general 1983
DAVID L. O’NEAL; #1-5, 8, 15-17, 20-21, 23-24, 26-29, 34, 36-38, 42, 44, 48-50, 53, 55, 60, 72-73, 85-88, 90, 93-95, 100; Limited editions club, Paleography
OPERA GALLERY; 1 catalog (unnumbered/undated)
KENYON OPPENHEIMER; Audubon; 1999; 2000; 2004: 35th anniversary catalog, Masterpieces from the Royal Botanic Gardens at Kew; 2006
ORCHARD HILL ASSOCIATES; #1-2
OREGON TERRITORIAL BOOKS; #2-6, 15, 19-20, 22-25, 46-47, 51-54, 66, 9408-9409, 9503, 9506, 9603
ORIENTAL RESEARCH PARTNERS; #25-26
ORIGIN BOOKS; #6-7, 9-12
OLIVER ORIOLE BOOKSELLER; 1981; “Z”
OSIRIS; #15
OUT OF PRINT BOOK CENTER; #102, 118
OUT-OF-PRINT BOOKFINDER; 1974 YEAR BOOK & DIRECTORY
OUTLET BOOK CO.; 1974: Spring; 1976: Fall; 1977: Fall; 1978: Fall, Spring
OVERLEE FARM BOOKS; #10, 21, 36-37, 43
OVERSTOCK BOOK CO.; 1 catalog (unnumbered/undated)
K.C. OWINGS, JR.; #5
OWL & THE BUFFALO BOOKS; #5
P & P BOOKS; #L2-5
PBA GALLERIES; #15, 30, 40, 48-49, 63, 72, 79, 107, 111, 115, 136, 142, 147&148, 151, 155, 157-158, 162, 168 pt.1, 169, 172, 178, 180, 188, 212, 218, 223, 236, 255, 265, 271, 290, 344, 361, 363, 366-367, 369, 371, 373-376, 380, 382-387, 389-390, 392-394, 397; Pacific Currents v.1#2; v.2#3-4; v.3#2-4; v.4#2, 4-6; v.5#2-4; v.6#1-4; v.8#1
P/FP BOOKS; #101-102, 104-110

PA-HAS-KA BOOKS; #5-6, 10, 16-17

PAGE-ONE TOO; #1-3, 5-7

PAGODA BOOKS; #1-2, 1ALFRED W. PAINE; #66

LIBRERIA ANTIQUARIA PALATINA; #1

PALINUERUS ANTIQUARIAN BOOKSELLER; #2- 4-5, 24, 26-32, 34, 177

LIBRAIRIE PALLADIO; #7, 11

PANGLOSS BOOKSHOP; #44, 50

PAPER HERITAGE; 1 catalog (unnumbered/undated)

PARALLEL LINES; #1

DIANA PARIKIAN; #53, 56

PARKE-BERNET GALLERIES; #68, 73, 76, 81, 84, 93, 95, 97, 111, 114, 118-119, 171, 223, 325, 373, 408, 570, 608, 629, 646, 757, 765, 772, 799, 842, 858, 880, 901, 933, 1129, 1164, 1258, 1282, 1321, 1385, 1441, 1478, 1538, 1570, 1614, 1631, 1658, 1663, 1697, 1719, 1749, 1825, 1838, 1840, 1843, 1848, 1851, 1882, 1889, 1900, 1917, 1991, 1997-1998, 2011, 2025, 2030, 2034, 2040, 2049, 2054, 2058, 2060, 2066, 2071, 2078-2079, 2082, 2092, 2094, 2098, 2101, 2106, 2112, 2114, 2116, 2124, 2131, 2134, 2140, 2145, 2148, 2152, 2155, 2160, 2173, 2177, 2180, 2184, 2187, 2190, 2196, 2198, 2205, 2210, 2213-2124, 2219, 2222, 2225, 2229, 2232, 2235, 2237, 2239, 2242, 2247, 2250, 2254, 2258, 2263, 2268, 2272, 2274, 2280, 2285, 2292, 2294, 2297, 2302, 2307, 2310, 2315, 2320, 2325, 2328, 2334, 2341, 2346, 2350, 2354-2355, 2357, 2363, 2365, 2374, 2381, 2384, 2390, 2393, 2399, 2405, 2411, 2419, 2422-2423, 2435, 2447, 2456, 2467, 2470-2471, 2474, 2476, 2484, 2496, 2501, 2507, 2516, 2520, 2524, 2527, 2533, 2543, 2549, 2551, 2553, 2563-2565, 2569, 2571, 2574, 2582, 2587, 2590, 2592, 2596, 2605, 2612, 2620-2621, 2625-2627, 2639, 2643, 2650, 2661, 2664, 2669, 2674, 2676, 2685, 2691, 2694, 2697-2698, 2700-2701, 2704, 2707, 2715, 2717, 2720, 2723, 2729, 2732, 2738, 2750, 2763, 2766, 2769, 2773, 2793, 2806, 2811, 2818, 2824, 2836, 2841, 2859, 2874, 2885, 2891, 2901, 2913, 2920, 2920A, 2931, 2934, 2960, 2967, 2972, 2972A, 2976-2977, 2984, 2988, 3011, 3019, 3024, 3033, 3038-3039, 3046, 3082, 3088, 3094, 3103, 3130, 3147, 3151, 3161, 3173, 3184, 3189, 3194, 3201, 3205, 3209, 3216, 3225, 3237, 3246, 3252, 3265-3266, 3283, 3297, 3309, 3315; Monthly bulletin: v.12#2-8; v.13#1-3,5-7; v.14#1-3,5-7; v.15#1-8; v.16#1-7; v.17#1-8; v.18#1-8

PARKER’S BOOKS; Mostly firsts

PARMER BOOKS; Americana; Arctic & Antarctic exploration; Best of Fall 1993; Bibliography; Bibliography & reference; Bibliography of Antarctic exploration; Books wanted; Dealer Sale; 40% off sale; Happy
holidays; Nautica; Polar; Polar regions; Sampler from stock; Up to 40% off; Voyages, travels & exploration; Catalog #26, 8612,

J. PARMER BOOKSELLERS; # 31, 8708, Select

PARNASSUS BOOKSERVICE; #122, 132, 104, 146

T. MICHAEL PARRISH; #2-3

LIBRAIRIE DU PASSAGE; #15, 19-20; dix-huitième siècle

ANTIQUARIAT RUDOLF PATZER; 90-91

A DAVID PAULHUS; 1985: Mar 5

PBA GALLERIES; #242, 362, 364

PEACOCK BOOKS; #42

JOHN PEARSON; Nov ’49

JAN PEET; #656, 738

PENINSULA BOOKS; #194, 293-294, 393, 493

PENNYROYAL; 1980

J.A. PENZA; #1-4

JAMES PEPPER BOOKS; #1-2

ROBERT PERATA BOOKS; #8-18, 29, 31, 37, 40

PERIODYSSEY; #16

R.F. PEROTTI; #2

K.A. PERRYMAN; #3

PETERS & ISHAM COMPANY; #24

PETTIT & PETTIT; #1

R. PETRILLA; #18-19, 21-24, 30, 33, 134

R & A PETRILLA; #34, 37-38, 40, 42

ARTHUR PFORZHEIMER; #6
PHAROS BOOKS; #1-2, 4, 6-10, 13, 15; Fall miscellany #13; **1980**: Spring, Summer; **1981**: Fall; **1982**: Spring; **1986**: Winter miscellany 13; **1988**: Summer; **1989**: Spring miscellany 6, Christmas; **1990**: #1-2, 5; **1991**: Christmas; **1992**: Fall miscellany 13; **1993**: Winter miscellany 16

PHILADELPHIA PRINT SHOP; #1-92, 3-94, 2-96

PHILADELPHIA RARE BOOKS & MANUSCRIPTS CO. (PRB&M); #1-13, 14-15, 17-18,, 70-72; New series bulletin #1; 1 catalog (unnumbered/undated)

PHILLIPS; #203, 232, 431, 451, 461, 496; **1989**: Nov. 28

ELIZABETH PHILLIPS; **1995**: April 21-23

H. ROGER PHILLIPS; 1986

PHOENIX BOOKSHOP; #78-82, 84 pts1-2 to 88, 142, 162, 165-169, 172-174, 177-179, 181, 187, 210

PICARD LIBRAIRIE; #480

PICCADILLY RARE BOOKS; 1988

MICHAEL PICKERING: **1977**: Summer; **1977-78**: Winter

PICKERING & CHATTO; #190, 280, 309, 650, 652-654, 658, 660-661, 674, 685

WILLIAM PIEPER; #3, 5-45

WAYNE PIERCE; #21

PIERCE BOOK COMPANY; #57, 61

ANTIQUARIAT PIERMONT; #804

JAMES PIKE RARE & OUT-OF-PRINT BOOKS; #1-2

RICHARD PILCHER; #20

PINE TREE AUTOGRAPHS; **1985**: May; **1986**: August; **1987**: Dec.

ARCO PINKUS; #13

PINTASSILGO & FERNANDES; #2

PIONEER AUCTION; **1987**: Dec.

P.J. PIRAGES; **1979**: Feb., Dec.; **1988**: May; #4-36, 38, 41, 47, 48-50, 57

DONALD T. PITCHER; Old prints & maps


SERGE PLANTUREUS; 1990: Feb.

ALEXANDER PLATZ; Bulletin #3

PLAZA ART GALLERIES; #6214

PLAZA BOOKS; #1

PLOUGH PRESS BOOKSELLERS; #6, 8

PM BOOKS; 1975: Fall


JEAN-MAURICE POITRAS & SONS; #16

POLYANTHOS PARK AVENUE BOOKS; #10, 14-16

POMANDER BOOKSHOP; #6, 18; 1989: May 1

POMONA BOOK EXCHANGE; #, 41-44, 46, 48, 56

WILLIAM POOLE; #2

POOR RICHARD & CO; #11

PORTOBELLO RARE PRINTS; Natural history

JACK POTTER; 1952: Spring

NICHOLAS POUNDER; 1992: June, Nov.; 1994: Oct.; #3-4

POWELL’S BOOKSTORE; 1985: Oct.; #41

POWNER’S BOOKSTORE; 1918, 1920

PRAIRIE AVENUE BOOKSHOP; 1980: Spring; Building a professional library

PRATUM BOOK COMPANY; #49

L.W. PRICE BOOKS; #1, 11

PRINCETON RARE BOOKS; #1
PRINT CABINET; #9301
PRINT COLLECTOR; #7, 10
PRINTERS’ SHOP; Books for printers 1976; #304
PRIVATE LIBRARY; 3rd ser. v.5 #3-4
PRIVATE PRESS & ILLUSTRATED BOOKS; 1 catalog (unnumbered/undated)
PRIVATE PRESSES & TYPOGRAPHY; #24
PROMETHEUS BOOKS ON ART; #8
PAUL PROUTE; #112, 118-119, 121, 123, 125-126, 128-130; 2004, 2005
PROVIDENCE RRE BOOKS; 1 catalog (unnumbered/undated)
J.F. PTAK; 1982
PHILLIPS DE PURY; 2001: Nov. 5
JOHN WILLIAM PYE; #28
Q-ROSITY SHOP; 1992: March 17
QUARTO BOOKS; #6-10, 12-16, 18-21
LIBRAIRIE QUEBECOISE; #2
QUESTOR RARE BOOKS; #3-6, 8-15; Bulletin #2
QUILL & BRUSH; #17, Su ’75, 25-26, 29-32, 34-40, 47-51, 57, 76-78; Limited editions club
QUILL & CLEF BOOKS; #10-11
QUINTO BOOKSHOPS; #1-4, 7-8, 10, 13-15, 17-18, 21-23, 25-26, 29
R & D BOOKS; #145, 151
R & R EBTERORUSES #319
RAAB COLLECTION; #48-49
P.J. RADFORD; #2, 4-5, 8, 10-14, 24, 26, 29, 32, 34
RAIL SPLITTER; 6th
A RAIMO; #7-10; 1993: April 5
P.R. RAINSFORD; #A51
RALPH’S OLD TIMERS MART; # v.1 #2,
B.J. RAMER; #2-3, 6-8; Important manuscripts, autograph letters and documents
RICHARD C. RAMER; Bulletin #8-10, 15; Catalogue #9
JOHN RANDALL; #3
RANDALL & WINDLE; Rare Books 1-4, 6-12, 14, 16-17
RANDALL HOUSE RARE BOOKS; #18, 20-25, 27-28; The Zamorano eighty
ALAN RANKIN; New series #18
KEVIN T. RANSOM BOOKSELLER; #5, 262, 280
M.C.D. RANSON; 1992: Mar. 11
C.E. RAPPAPORT; #113, 161, 165, 167, 169-170, 176, 178-179, 182
RARE BOOK ROOM; 1989: May 22; 4 catalogs (unnumbered/undated)
PAUL RASSAM; #16
RAVEN BOOK SHOP; #9
READER’S ROOST; #1, 3
REAL DESLAURIERS; #20
RED HOUSE BOOKS; #6-7
DAVID REES; #33-34, 36 pt.1&2

M & D REEVE; #26-27, 29, 31

H. REICHNER; #1-3, 5-8, 10, 24, 26-28

J.A. REISLER; #22-27 31, 33, 35, 37-38; 1995: Spring

REG & PHILIP REMINGTON; #1-5, 7, 21

GASTON RENARD; #266

DIANA J. RENDELL; #4


THE RENDELLS; #153-154

EDITIONS DENISE RENE; 1 catalog (unnumbered/undated)

STEPHEN A. RESNICK; #3-4

L & T RESPRESS BOOKS; Western Americana (1992)

RESTORATION BOOKS; #1

RESURRECTION BOOKS; #1-2, 4-5

CHARLES RETZ, INC.; #12, 14-16

RETZ & STORM; #7-11

W. REUBEN; #33-35, 37, 39, 41

H.C. REVERCOMB; #182, 184, 190, 194

F.E. REYNOLDS; #27, 92

J.E. REYNOLDS; #3, 16, 19, 22, 39-40, 43, 45-46, 48-50, 100, 102, 105, 116, 1289, 140-141, 155


PAUL C. RICHARDS; #75
C. RICHARDSON; #71
RICHARDSON BOOKS; #21, 24-31, 41-42
RIDERLESS HORSE BOOKS; Michael Hamburger
WILLIAM RILEY BOOKS; #12
H. RILEY-SMITH; #1, 3, 5
JAMES RIMELL & SON; #290-291
GEO. R. RINHART; #6
RISING SUN BOOKS; #1
RISING TROUT SPORTING BOOKS; #8
JACK D. RITTENHOUSE; #49-50, 65-66, 68-72, 74-76, 78-79, 81-82, 84-85
G. RITZLIN; #8, 20, 25, 30-34
RIVER CITY COINS; 1999: Aug.
ROLAND ROBERGE BOOKSELLER; #5-6
L. ROBERTS; #29-41
R.O. ROBERTS; #56-57
CEDRIC L. ROBINSON; #70, 78, 84, 87, 91, 93-96, 97-107, 111-112, 115, 119, 123, 125-127, 128-131, 133-134, 140, 142-147, 149-153, 159, 161-165, 168, 177, 179, 182
MICHAEL ROBINSON; #1
WM. H. ROBINSON; #52, 55, 65, 78, 80
ROCHESTER ANTIQUARIAN BOOK AUCTION; 1981: Sept. 25
ARTHUR ROGERS; #64, 66-69
ROMAN BOOKS; #1, 4
HARMER ROOKE NUMISMATISTS; Autographs
B. & L. ROOTENBERG; #1-2
PAULETTE ROSE; 1986, 1988; #1, 11-15, 80-1, 80-2, 83-2, 84-2, 85-2

ROSENBACH CO.; 1949

F. ROSENGREN’S; #1

ROSENKILDE & BAGGER; #40 Suppl., 171, 175, 237, 248, 600

FRED ROSENSTOCK; 1934 Americana

A ROSENTHAL; #30, 44, 65, 68-74, 80-83

BERNARD M. ROSENTHAL; #23-24, 28-33; Bulletin 28

LUDWIG ROSENTHAL’S ANTIQUARIAAT; #222, 251, 257-258, 260-262, 267


ROSS & HAINES; 1976-1977

LIBRAIRIE GABRIEL ROSSIGNOL; 2006: Nov.

LEONA ROSTENBERG; #24-25, 33, 73, 87-89, 91, 93, 96-97, 111, 117, 119-120, 122, 129, 136, 140, 144, 155


IRENE ROUSE; #87-38

JEAN ROUSSEAU-GIRARD; Galilee, Kepler

PHILIP A. ROUSSEL; #8, Suppl.to 8

P. & B. ROWAN; #16

S. M. ROWE; #1

ROYAL CARBERY BOOKS; #59

D. ROYCROFT; #1-2

ROYOUNG BKSELLER.; #35-44, 52, 64, 72, 97, 103, 121, 141


J. RUBINSTEIN; ##5
B.B. RUDER; #76
RUDGE BOOKS; #2
JOSEPH K. RUEBUSH; #64, 91
RUG BOOK SHOP; #18-5
RULON MILLER; #1993 pt.2-4 ; 73, 75-77, 83 86-99, 101-117, 119, 123, 143, 145, 153 ; Chapter & verse #2-3, 10; Emerson Wulling Library; One hundred books from the library of Elmer & Eleanor Andersen; Selections from the library of Donald Wandrei
HELMUT H. RUMBLED; #40
MICHAEL RUSSELL; 1991: May 25
JOHN RYBSKI; #21-24, 29-33, 35-46
A. & M. RYTER BOOKS; #102
S. L. HERITAGE RARE BKS.; #213
R.W. SABBAT; 1979; catalog#8, 20, 23; Bulletin #20, 27, 29
SADDLEBACK BOOK SHOP; #11
SADLON’S; #102, 105-106, 109-110
SAGEBRUSH PRESS; #25
ANN SALAZAR; #3
SAN FRANCISCO PUBLIC LIBRARY: 1975: May 18
SAND DOLLAR BOOKS; #4
KEN SANDERS BOOKS; #1-2
SANDERS OF OXFORD; Antiquarian & second-hand books
SANTA BARBARA BKFINDERS.; 1984: Spring
SAVOY BKS.; #16-18, 24, 27
C.J. SAWYER; #216, 228, 243, 255, 276, 279, 299, 304, 307, 309-312

LA SCALA AUTOGRAPHS; #62

S. SBCKHAM; #2; 1996 pt.1&2

P. SBCKHAM; 1996 pts. 1-2

SBD; 1978


MARIE E. SCHAEFER; Western Hemisphere

JORG SCHAFFER; #1, 24, 29

C & S SCHARON; #1

NANCY SCHECK; #23

DIETER SCHIERENBERG; #49, 65

A.J. SCHEUER; #1-2

J.G. SCHILLER; #22, 25-29, 31-32, 34-37

A. SCHMID; #27

L.W. SCHMIDT'S GENERAL CATALOG; 1971: Jan

ANTIQUARIAAT DIE SCHMIEDE; #3

A. SCHNASE; #33-34

WM. SCHNEIDER; #50, 54-58, 79

SCHOLAR GYPSY; #1-7, 9

SCHOLAR'S BOOK OUTLET; #28

SCHOLARS FACSIMILES & REPRINTS; 3 issues

SCHOLYER’S BOOKS; #2-3, 5-6, 19, 31

W. SCHONEMANN; #2 ; 1988: Jan.

SCHOPFLIN BOOKS; Books America no. 2

SCHOYER’S BOOKS; #3-5, 19, 43
BERND SCHRAMM; #38, 42

E.K. SCHREIBER; #9, 13-20, 22-23, 25, 28-32

NETTI SCHREINER-YANTIS;

JOHN EZRA SCHULMAN; #4, 8, 10

DAVID SCHULSON; #24, 28, 30-56, 60-61, 63-77, 79; 1995: Jan.

SCHULTE’S BOOK STORE; #134, 163, 171, 181

SUSANNE SCHULZ-FALSTER; #12

HENRY SCHUMAN RARE BOOKS; #New series 9

IDA W. SCHUMAN; New series #5

HELLMUT SCHUMANN; #515, 527, 530, 533, 538-540, 542-543, 546, 548-549, 551, 553-554, 556-557, 560, 562-563, 566, 572, 591, 594-595

J. SCHWARTZ; #36-38

F.H. SCHWARZ; #3, 8, 13

KURT L. SCHWARZ; #144

THOMAS F. SCHWARZ; 1999: Summer; 1 catalogue (unnumbered/dated)

JEAN-PIERRE SCIALOM; #4-5

SCIENCE FICTION COLLECTOR; #42-44

SCIENTIA ANTIQUARIAT; #15, 25, 28, 51

SCIENTIFIC LIB. SERVICE; #73, 78-79, 81

SCOLAR PRESS; Facsimiles 1500-1800

JOHN SCOPAZZI; #4

BARRY SCOTT; #7-11, 15

GARRETT SCOTT BOOKSELLER; #1-3, 6

SCOTT AND D’SHAUGHNESSY; #5

SCRIBBLING BOOK MONGER; 1981: Nov. 9

SCRIBE’S PERCH; #34, 42; 1991: Mar. 7
CHARLES SCRIBNER’S SONS; #72; 1930

SCRIBNER BOOKSTORE; #123, 128, 141, 143, 149; Limited editions club

SCRIBNER RARE BOOK SHOP; #168, 175

SCRIPOLOGY; #2-4

SCRIPTORIUM; #4, 7

SCRUGGS-VANDERWOOR-BARNEY; 1941: Spring; v.4#2, v.7#4, v.9#1

SEAPORT AUTOGRAPHS; #22

SEBO FINO; #1

SECOND CORPS BOOKSHOP; #87A

SECOND LIFE BOOKS; #19, 22-26, 34, 56-58, 61-64, 68-71, 73-777, 79-86, 88-89, 91-95, 97-98, 100, 101, 104, 113, 116-117, 125, 128-129, 131, 135

SECOND STORY BOOKS; #1-2, 5-6, 12-13

SEGUE DIST.; 1980-1981

SELIKIRK & SONS; 1938, 1942

E.M. SELLENHEITEN; #115

CHARLES S. SELUZICKI; #4-7; 1989: Fall/Winter

MARC SELVAGGIO, BOOKS & EPHEMERA; #137, 139, 142, 144

SENECA BOOKS; #3

SERENDIPITY BOOKS; #1-4, 6-12, 14-16, 18-22, 24, 26-27, 29-33, 35-37, 39-40, 42-45, 227

P. SERIGNAN; 1984: April

CHARLES SESSLER; #1, 3; Selections from the A. Edward Newton Collection

SETTLE OF ODD VOLUMES; 1893: June 2; 1896: Feb. 10

WALTER SEUFFER; #4, 11, 16

SEVEN GABLES; #30, 32-34, 39

SEVIN SEYDI; Aurora, Beaufort, Burmann, Casaubon, Delos, Dindorf, Dover, Duck, Elmsley, Fabricius, Fiction in English before 1914, Greek & Latin Classics, Poetry, Queen, Renard, Ruhnken, Swan, Turtle, Victorian & Edwardian books, Vossius, Yesterday
SHADOW BOOKS; #50
MICHAEL SHAMANSKY; #6, 53
BERNARD SHAPIRO; 1998: Sept.; Short title cat. #1; #2-3; Fine illustrated books
OSCAR SHAPIRO; #1
F.J. SHASKY; 1982: Fall; 1983: Spring; 1993: May; #3-5
SHAW'S BOOKSHOP; #8
JOHN W. SHLEPPEY; #1
ANNE SHERLOCK BOOKS; #26
SHERLOCK IN L.A.; #3
SARKIS SHMAVONIAN RARE BOOKS; #4
SHOREY BOOK STORE; #1-2, 24; The H. Dean Guie consignment
J. SHOTTON; Cozens; 1977: Dec.
ROBERT SHUHI BOOKS; #122, 183
SIDDEIEY & HAMMOND; #16, 53
BEA & PETER SIEGEL BOOKS; #96-1
FRANZ SIEGLE; #24-25
ROBERT A. SIEGEL; #745A
SIGNATURES; #2
LIVRARIA ACADEMICA ED J. GUEDES DA SILVA; #6-7
MICHAEL SILVERMAN; #1-2, 5-6, 9-10, 12-13, 23
G.F. SIMS; #80-82, 86, 88, 91, 94-96, 98, 100-102, 105-107
SIMS & REED; #25, 27
SIMS REED; #87, 90, 1902, 1995, 2006, 2007-2008
SIMS, REED & FOGG; #44, 88
ALAIN SINIBALDI; #1-8, 10-12, 33-34


SIXART STUDIOS; #14
SKINNER BOOKS & MANUSCRIPTS; #1505
SKYLINE BOOKS; #2-7
SLATKINE & FILS; #322, 324, 330-331
CARL SLIENGER; #162, 168
Collection of the zamorano; Library of Dr. Paul Burns
K.B. SLOCUM BOOKS; 22nd yr., 1980

SMALLWOOD & RANDALL: #89/3


ALAN M. SMITH RARE BOOKS; #1

ANTHONY F. SMITH; #6, 8-9

ED SMITH BOOKS; #47, 50, 51, 53, 55-56, 58, 61-62, 78

G.D. SMITH; 1901, 3 catalog no date

JASON SMITH; #1

JOHN SMITH & SON; #45, 47-54

NICHOLAS T. SMITH; #147; Press books

PATTERSON SMITH; #13, 23, 102, 202

R.W. SMITH; #25

S. CLARE SMITH: #1-2

WM. SMITH; #194-195

W.H. SMITH & SON; 138, 1964
SMITH BOOK CO.; #176-177, 252, 263, 292, 316, 326, 356

SMITH'S BOOKSHOP; #78

LEONARD SMITHERS & CO.; #90

SMITHFIELD RARE BOOKS; #3-6

SMITH'S BOOKSHOP; # 73-74

SMYTHE; #238

HAROLD JAY SNYDER; #1

SOCIETY OF CA PIONEER; 1975: Sept.

SOKOL BOOKS; #9-14, 16-17, 19, 21, 23, 25, 27, 29, 31, 33, 35, 37, 39, 41, 43, 45, 47, 59 ; 2010; Under L3,000 catalogue 2nd ed.

A & C SOKOL; #5-6, 8, 15, 49, 51, IL

SOLIPSIST PRESS; 1995: Feb., June

SOTHEBY & CO.; 1914: April 22-24 ; 1916: Dec. 4-5; 1951: Feb.26-27; 1952: April 7; 1958: Dec. 9; 1961: Jan. 30-31, Dec. 4-5; 1962: March 12-13 ; 1963: June 24 ; 1965: Nov. 1-2; 1967: Oct.23-24, 30; Nov. 13-14, 20, 21-23, 27, 28; Dec. 4-5, 6, 11-12, 12, 18-19; 1968: Jan.22-23, 29-30 ; Feb.: 5, 12-13, 14, 19-20 ; Mar: 4-5, 11-12, 18-19, 25-26 ; Apr. 3-9, 22-23, 29-30 ; May: 13-14, 20-21, 27-28 ; June: 10, 11, 17-18, 24, 25 ; July: 1-2, 8-9, 10, 15, 16, 22-23, 29-31 ; Oct: 7-9, 14-15, 17-18, 21, 22, 28-29 ; Nov.: 11-12, 18-19, 21, 25-26 ; Dec.: 2.3, 9-10, 11, 13, 16-17 ; 1969: Jan. 23-24, 27-28; Feb: 2-3, 10-11,17-18, 20-21, 24, 25; Mar. 1, 3-4, 10-11, 24-25, 27; Apr. 6-7, 9-10, 13, 14-15, 21, 21-22, 27-28, 28-29; June 2-3, 5-6, 9, 16-17, 23, 24, 30; July 1, 7-8, 9, 14-15, 21-22, 23-25, 28-29, 30-31; Oct. 9-10, 13-14, 20, 27-28; Nov. 3-4, 10-11, 13-14, 17-18, 24, 24(different from 1st one); Dec. 1, 8/9, 10, 11, 15/16, 17 ; 1970: Jan. 2-27, 29-30; Feb. 2-3, 9-10, 16, 17; Mar. 2-3, 5, 16, 23-24; May 4-6, 11-12, 12-13, 15-16, 18, 19-20, 28-29; June 1, 2, 8, 15-16, 22-23, 25-26, 29, 30; July 6-7, 8, 13-14, 15, 20-21, 27-29, 30-31; Oct. 5-6, 8-9, 12-13, 19, 20, 22, 29-30; Nov. 9, 16-17, 19-20, 23-24, 30; Dec. 1, 7, 9, 10, 14-15, 16, 21-22 ; 1971: Feb. 11-12, 15-16, 22-23; Mar. 1, 2, 8-9, 15-16, 17-19, 22-23, 29-30; Apr. 5, 19-20, 22-23, 26-27; May 3, 6-7, 10-11, 17-18, 20-21, 24-25; June 2, 3-4, 7, 8, 14-15, 17, 21, 22, 28-29 ; July 7-9, 12, 13, 14, 17-20, 22-23, 26-27, 29-30; Oct. 4-5, 7-8, 11-12, 18-20, 21-22, 25-26; Nov. 1, 4-5, 8, 9, 15-16, 22-23, 25-26, 2*9, 30; Dec. 6, 7, 9, 13-14, 16-17, 20-21 ; 1972: Jan. 13-14, 31; Feb. 3-4, 7-8, 14-15, 21-22, 24-25, 28-29; Mar. 1-2, 6-8, 9-10, 13-14, 20-21, 23-24, 27, 27-28; Apr.10, 11, 17-18, 20-21, 24-26; May 1-2, 8-9, 11-12, 15-16, 22-23, 25-26 ; June 5-6, 8-9, 12, 13, 19-21, 26-27, 29-30; July 3, 4, 10, 11, 17-18, 20-21, 24-25, 31; Oct. 12-13, 16-17, 23-24, 26-27, 30-31; Nov. 6-7, 9-10, 13-14, 20, 21, 22-24, 27-28; Dec. 4-5, 11, 12, 13, 14-15, 18-19 ; 1973: Jan. 11-12, 17, 25, 29-30; Feb. 5-6, 8-9, 19-20, 22, 26-27; Mar. 5-6, 7-8, 12-13, 19-20, 21, 22, 25, 26, 27; Apr. 1, 2, 5-6, 9, 16-17, 30; May 3, 7-8, 14, 15, 17, 21-22; June 4-5, 11-12, 14-15, 18, 25-26, 28; July 2-3, 9, 10, 11, 12-13, 16-17, 18, 23-24, 26-27, 30-31; Oct. 1-2, 8-9, 11-12, 15-16, 25-26, 29-30; Nov. 5-6, 8-9, 12-13, 19,
LO9741, LO9777 ; MI181, MI190, MI211, MI218, MI227, MI233, MI247, MI254, MI263, MI278 ; NO7732, NO7736, NO7746, NO7776, NO7815, NO7859, NO7888, NO7908, NO7914, NO7931, NO7953, NO7969, NO7980, NO8006, NO8012, NO8021, NO8032, NO8037, NO8040, NO8055NO8065, NO8072, NO8087, NO8094, NO8108, NO8123, NO8135, NO8145, NO8173-NO8174, NO8207, NO8274, NO8297, NO8330, NO8337, NO8344, NO8358, NO8375, NO8382, NO8455, NO8504, NO8632, NO8691, NO8696 ; NY7668, NY7683, PF757, PF1002-PF1003, PF1005-1006, PF2001, PF2008, PF2010, PF2017, PF3005, PF3011, PF3020-PF3021, PF3024, PF4006, PF4013, PF5009, PF5018, PF5024, PF7004,


SOTHEBY, WILKINSON & HODGE; 1912


SOUTHEAST BOOK AUCTIONS; 1980: Nov.

SOUTHERN BOOK COMPANY; #65, 135, 141, 145-145a, 147, 157

JOHAN SOUVEREIN; #8, 11-12

ROY VERNON SOWERS; #26, 63-65, 75

SPEEDIMPEX; 1980, 1984-1985; Books on art

RICHARD W. SPELLMAN; #128

K. SPELMAN; #4, 11, 13-15, 37, 39

SPELMAN’S BOOKSHOP; #1-3, 6-10, 12

E. SPINDEL; #1-4

DAVID R. SPIVEY; 1988: Fall ; 1989: April

SPIVEY’S; v.1#1; 1995: Dec.
SPOON RIVER PRESS (Book Quote); #1-3, 5-24, 26-35, 37, 40-41, 43-45, 54-55, 58, 72, 75, 77-78, 84, 87, 96-97, 98-115, 117, 119-120, 124, 126-139, 141, 143-146, 148-159, 160-179, 181-189, 190, 192-205, 208-210, 212, 214-217, 221-231

SPORTS BOOKS; 1991: Summer

SPRING CHURCH BOOK CO.; #7

ROY A. SQUIRES; #6

ST. PAUL’S BIBLIOGRAPHIES; 1985-1986 Complete catalog

MONROE STAHR BOOKS; #22-30, 32-33, 34-44; S

JERROLD G. STANOFF; #88, 90-94, 100

J.A. STARGARDT; #608, 616, 1978-1979

JEFF STARK; 1 catalog (unnumbered/undated)

STARR BOOK COMPANY; #120

STATE ST. BOOKSTORE; 1981: Winter ; 1982: Dec. 3

STATIONARIUS; #6, 9, 14

STEAMBOAT COLLECTOR’s; #2

STEAMBOAT NEWS; #1

STECHERT-HAFNER; #203, 268, 277, 290, 297, 320, 383

ROBERT D. STEEDMAN; #122-124, 126-127

ELDON P. STEEVES; #1-2

GARY L. STEIGERWALD; #2-5

ANTIQUARIAAT JULIUS STEINER-ASHER; #5-6, 12, 15, 17

ANTIQUARIAT STENDERHOFF; #342

CHRISTOPHER P. STEPHENS; #60, 66, 77, 89, 90 ; Collected letters; A catalogue of collections

HARRY L. STERN; The Mississippi Valley Collection of Earl Millard, Rare photographic albums & books, Fifty rare books, Rare books II, Rare books III, ha1-2; 1990: Sept. 11

JEFFREY STERN; #3

PETER L. STERN; 1982: Fall ; #16; Miscellany/detective fiction & Sherlockiana
ERIC STEVENS; #182
ERIC & JOAN STEVENS; #40, 84, 153
HENRY STEVENS; #16, 18-19, 24-27, 29 pt.1-30, 71-72, 75, 78, 80-82, 89-90, 92-93, 95-98, New ser. 2-3, 22, 25-27, 31, 56-57, 59, 92-93, 100-103, HA1-HA2; Miscellany no. 2
JOAN STEVENS; #10-11, 15-16
CHRISTOPHE STICKEL; #1-2
BERNARD STONE; #33
GARY STONE: #2
C.A. STONEHILL; #136, 145, 153-154, 158, 160, 163-164 166-168, 3rd series #10
STRAND BOOKSTORE; #128, 134, 137, Third ser. #9, A1-3, F-1, H3, N4, O4, P1, Q1-2, RBR1-6, RBR9, S1-7, W1
G.W. STUART, JR.; #1-3, 6, 11-12, 14-17, 19-31, 33-35, 42-44, 50, 63-65, 68-70
STUDIO PER EDIZIONI SCELTE; 1984
STURFORD BOOKS; #1-5 7
STUTTGARTER ANTIQUARIAT; #146-147, 154, 156, 158
ROSEMARY SULLIVAN; #36
SUMNER & STILLMAN; #1, 5-7, 23, 34-35, 67, +2 unnumbered
SUN MOON BEAR RARE BOOKS; #1, 3
SUPERIOR GALLERIES; 1990: May 26 ; 1992: May 9, July 8-10, Nov. 6, Nov. 7; 1993: Feb. 6, Feb. 27, July 22-23
SURREY BOOKSHOP; #87-89
SUSSEX BOOKSERVICE; #1
SUTHERLAND & MCKENZIE; #2
RAYMOND M. SUTTON JR.; Bulletin #12; Special catalog E
1609, 1613-1617, 1619, 1622, 1624, 1628-1629, 1623-1635, 1638-1639, 1642, 1646-1647 1649-
1657, 1664, 1666, 1668, 1670-1671, 1673, 1675, 1677-1679, 1682-1684, 1686-1687, 1689-1692, 1697-
1698, 1700-1702, 1706-1707, 1710-1712, 1716, 1719-1722, 1724-1725, 1728, 1733, 1738, 1740, 1742-
1743, 1749-1750, 1752-1753, 1756-1757, 1761-1762, 1820, 1834, 1843, 1856, 1868, 1879-1880, 1878,
1884, 1886, 1896, 1902, 1904, 1908, 1911-1912, 1917, 1919-1921, 1927, 1930, 1934, 1937, 1939, 1943-
2025, 2027, 2029, 2032, 2037, 2041-2042, 2047, 2049, 2052, 2055, 2059-2061, 2065, 2068-2076, 2078,
2081-2084, 2086-2088, 2091-2092, 2094-2096, 2098, 2100-2101, 2106-2109, 2111-2112, 2115, 2118,
2119, 2121, 2123, 2126-2127, 2129, 2131, 2148-2149, 2153-2155, 2160, 2162-2163, 2165, 2172-2174,
2176-2177, 2182-2183, 2272-2273, 2275-2277, 2279-2282, 2286-2287, 2290, 2292-2297, 2299, 2301-
2302, 2305-2306, 2309-2310, 2312, 2314-2316, 2318-2319, 2322-2324, 2326, 2328, 2330-2333, 2336-
2339, 2341, 2346, 2348-2357, 2359pt.1&2, 2362-2363, 2365-2367, 2369, 2371-2373, 2375-2376, 2379,
2381-2383, 2388-2390, 2394-2395, 2398-2399, 2405, 2407, 2410, 2412pt.2-2413, 2415-2416, 2418,
2421-2422, 2425, 2428, 2429 pt.1&3

ANTIQUARIAAT ANDRE SWERTZ; #38, 41, 58, 61-62, 71, 76, 86, 88, 94A-94B
T.A. SWINFORD; #12
SWISS VILLAGE BOOKSTORE: #10
SYKES & FLANDERS; #9-13, 15, 18, 31
H. NORMAN SYMS; #12
SYNDICAT NATIONAL DE LA LIBRAIRIE ANCIENNE ET MODERNE; #8
ADER TAJAN; 1990: Sept. 27 ; 1993: Dec.; 1994: April
H & S TALERMAN; 1982: Jan., June ; #7
TALISMAN PRESS; #1-3, 19-20, 29
TAMERLAND BOOK SHOP; #1-2, 5; 1994: March 18; 1 catalog (unnumbered/undated)
TAURUS BOOKS; #1-4, 6-10, 12-16, 18-22, 26-27, 29, 32, 36, 52
MICHAEL TAYLOR; #35-37, 40, 42, 53, 66, 68-71
W. THOMAS TAYLOR; #3-4, 8-22, 25-44, 46-52, 53-57; 1988; The Coranto: #1-4
TEMPLE BAR BOOKSHOP; #41-43, 51-52
STEVEN TEMPLE; #9, 21
TENSCHERT; #15
TERRAZZA ANTIQUARIATO; #10
TERRITORIAL EDITIONS; #1-13
TEXAS STATE HISTORICAL ASSN.; Texana Auction of the decade; 1988: March 4
THEATER BOOKSHOP; #2, 4, 10, 16
THEATRICANA; #9
THEATREBOOKS; #6
THEATRUM ORBIS TERRARUM; 1 catalog (unnumbered/undated)
THEOPHRASTUS; #1
JAMES THIN; #342, 346-348, 355-356, 358, 361, 363, 392
ALAN G. THOMAS; #23, 33, 40, 42-43, 45
ISAIAH THOMAS; #1
JEFFREY THOMAS; #1-6
LIBRAIRIE THOMAS-SCHELER; 1990: Sept.
THOMASTON PLACE AUCTION GALLERIES; 2008: Nov. 7
MARLENE THOMPSON; # 1-2
MICHAEL R. THOMPSON; #1-2, 9, 14
KAREN THOMSON; #9-12, 16, 31, 33, 36, 38
THORN BOOKS; # 5, 6-13, 15, 19-20, 22-26, 31-32, 41, 47-49, 51, 54, 56, 58, 65-67, 69-72, 78, 84-86
THOMAS THORP; #407, 410-411, 414, 416-422, 424-428, 430-432, 438, 450-453, 697, 700-702, 705-713, R2-R4
TILTON INDIAN RELICS; #5, 9
TIMMS & HOWARD; #8
TISBURY BOOKSHOP; #2
MAGDA TISZA; #8, 13-14, 16
TITLES, INC.; #2, 5
LIBRERIA ANTIQUARIA TONINI; #20
RUSS TODD; #1
TOOLEY’S; 19th century modern & contemporary literary autographs
TOTTERIDGE BOOKSHOP; #12-23, 25-26, 3-32
GORDON TOTTY; # 20-22, 44
TOUR DU MONDE; #20, 32, 251 ; 1992
TOWN & GOWN BOOK CO.; #57
TOWSON BOOKS; #6-7
TRAMONTANE; #313
TRANS ALLEGHENY BOOKS; #42-45
TRANSITION; #1-2, 4-5, 7, 9-10
CHARLES W. TRAYLEN; # 58, 60, 68, 71-72, 77-84, 86, 88-90, 92-93, 95, 98-100, 109, 111-112
TREBIZOND RARE BOOKS; #1-6, 8-36
JAMES TREGASKIS; #885, 900, 915-917, 919, 922, 934, 943, 968, 1000
TREVIAN BOOKS; #2
TROPHY ROOM BOOKS; #Travel 8
TRUEPENNY BOOKS; #1-4, 14, 17-28
ALAN & JOAN TUCKER; #25-27
PETER TUMARKIN; #2, 5, 10, 17, 19-20
S.P. TUOHY; #23-24
JOSE PORRUA TURANZAS; 1994
H.E. TURLINGTON BOOKS; #24-26, 32, 35-36, 39-41, 47, 47A, 50-51
ROGERS TURNER; 1 catalog (unnumbered/undated)
TURRET BOOKSHOP; #69
TURTLE ISLAND; #3, 5, 9, 14, 38,
CHARLES E. TUTTLE CO.; #14, 292, 369, 377, 380; 1982: Spring
J. TUTTLE MARITIME BOOKS; #46-54, 81-84
TUTTLE ANTIQUARIAN BOOKS; #4
TYPOGRAPHEUM BOOKSHOP; #2-5, 10, 13-65, 66-89, 91
VERLAG DR. ALFONS UHL; 1991: Spring ; 1993: Summer
UHR BOOKS; #13
ULYSSES BOOKSHOP; #1, 3, 7, 9, 11-12, 24, 30, 33, 35-36
UNION ART GALLERIES; #20
UNION GALLERIES; #65
UNIVERSAL SERIALS & BOOK EXCHANGE; 1991, 1992
UNIVERSIDAD DE NAVARRA; 1968: Jan.
UNIVERSITY ARCHIVES; #111S, 115, 119-120
UNIVERSITY LIBRARY OSLO; 1966: Sept. 30-Oct. 5
UNIVERSITY PLACE BOOK SHOP; #110, 117
UNSWORTHS ANTIQUARIAN BOOKSELLERS; #9-15
UNTITLED II, INCL; #29
JOHN UPDIKE RARE BOOKS; #8-12, 14-18, 20-21, 23-28, 37
UPTON & SONS BOOKSELLER; #3
URBAN BOOKS; #13, 33
UROBOROUS BOOKS; #3
CARMEN D. VALENTINO: #43- 46, 51, 54-56, 58-61, 63-65, 68, 70-71
LIBRAIRIE ROBERT D. VALETTE; #11
S.D. VALIANT; #2
C.P.J. VAN DER PEET; #H-91


VAN NORMAN BOOK COMPANY; #12-14

ALFRED VAN PETEGHEM; #4-14-87

RON R. VAN SICKLE; 1988: April 5


L. VAN TENDELOO; #7, 10

DAMON VAN VLIET BOOKSELLER; #1, 3

VANBRUGH RARE BOOKS; #9-11, 15

GRAEME VANDERSTOEL; #41

T.S. VANDOROS; #3-4, 9; 1998: March; 1999: March; 2004: March

VATHEK BOOKS; #7

VEATCHS; #3, 6, 7-9, 11, 14-24, 27, 30-33, 35, 44-45, 57-58, 61, 64-65, 69-71; Grolier Club publications

VENATOR & HANSTEIN; # 61-63, 65

CHRISTIAN F. VERBEKE; #53-55, 63, 67

LAWRENCE VERRY; 1978

VERSETILITY BOOKS; #1-4, 7

JEAN-PAUL VEYSSIERE; 1992: June 23-25

VIEUX LIVRES D’EUROPE; #1, 7-8

VICTORIA BOOK SHOP; #34

ORFEO VIGARANI; #94/1

VILLAGE BOOKSTORE; Literature

MICHAEL VINSON; #1, 50, 52, 63-65; Rare Texas & Western Americana; 10th Anniversary Catalogue

VINTAGE PICTURE POSTCARD; #5

VIRGO BOOKS; 1981-1982

VIRREY LIBRERIA; 1 catalog (unnumbered/undated)

VLE ANTIQUE BOOKS; 1985: Oct.

H. VOGEL; #2-3

VOLGA RUSSIAN BOOKS; 1981-82

PAUL N. VON AHNEN; #3, 7

RICHARD VON HUNERSDORFF; #1, 6

WILFRID M. VOYNICH; #24, 26

LIBRAIRIE J. VRIN; New series #579

GERALDINE WADDINGTON; #20-23

WAGAPAW BOOKSELLERS; #1-2

WAHREN BROCK’S BOOK HOUSE; #5

JEFFREY WAITE; #2

JOHN WAITE RARE BOOKS; #1, 7, 10, 12; New acquisitions; A Rare book miscellany

WAITING FOR GODOT BOOKS; #2-3, 5, 7-35

WAKEFIELD FOREST BOOKSHOP; #1

FRANCES WAKEMAN BOOKS; #30-32, 34-43

DR. FRANCIS G. WALETT: #34, 37, 39, 42-46


L.A. WALLRICH BOOKS; #34, 39-40, 43-45, 47, 50-53

WALPOLE GALLERIES; #398

RAY S. WALTON RARE BOOKS; #27-28

BARBARA WALZER BOOKSELLER; #2

WANTAGH RARE BOOK CO.; #85, 87
ROBIN WATERFIELD; #11, 17-20, 22, 24, 26-27
WATERMARK WEST; #25, 32
WALTERS ART GALLERY; 1978: Nov.
RAY S. WALTON; #2-4, 16, 25-26, New ser. 1
BARBARA WALZER BOOKS; #6-8
WANTAGH RARE BOOK CO.; #6, 22, 28, 31, 32, 36, 43, 90, 97
K.A. WARD; #24, 174
SAMUEL WARD; 41-42, 44, 46
E.G. WARMAN; #2
WARRACK & PERK; #44
JOHN F. WARREN; #30-33
ROB WARREN; #1
WATCH HOUSE RARE BOOKS; Rhododendrons, Rudbeckia
ROBIN WATERFIELD; #33
WATERMARK WEST; #15, 18, 20, 22, 29, 34, 36, 40-41
DAVID WATSON; #1
JENNY WATSON; #3-4
WILLIAM PATRICK WATSON; #1-3, 5, 9-10
WAVERLY AUCTIONS; #15, 49, 58, 72, 74, 77, 103, 119, 121-123, 131, 167, 185
DAVID G. WAXMAN; #3-4
R.E. & G.B. WAY; 1977
WAYFARER’S BOOKSHOP; #3-4
GARY WAYNER; #5, 8-10
WAYWARD BOOKS; #1-4
R.M. WEATHERFORD; #16-17, 22-24, 26-28, 33-34, 44-46, 60-66
F. WEATHERHEAD & SON; #125


JOSEPH F. WEILER; #1-2

WEINREB & DOUWMA LTD.; #10

B. WEINREB ARCHITECTURAL BOOKS; #26-28, 30. 37-38, 46, 53, 57; New series 2-4

RANDY F. WEINSTEIN; 1 catalog (unnumbered/undated); American tradition; Lives of works that matter; Selections from stock; The usable past

WEISS & CO.; #5

BERNICE WEISS; #50-66

SIGMUNS WEISS; Bulletin #18

LEO WEITZ; #64-65, 67-68, 82, 84-85

PETER WELLER; #1

EDGAR H. WELLS; #43

HENRY W. WENNING; #2-3, 7-8

WENTWORTH & LEGGETT; #2, 4

HERBERT WEST; #17-23, 45-47, 50

WEST PORT BOOKS; Early travel

WESTERN HEMISPHERE; #1, 3-19, 22-25, 27-32, 38, 40, 42, 47-48 ; The New World Aut.’68, W’68, Su/Aut.’69,

HORLEY WESTON & SON; #10

MARK WESTWOOD; #7, 9

WETSCHEREK & CO.; #2

WEYHE ART BOOKS; 1985

E. WHARTON & CO.; Eminent Lives; How the vote was won; Morning glories

DAN WHEELER; #19-20, 23
WHELDON & WESLEY’S; New series #129, 140-141, 151-172, 188

FRED WHITE JR.; #22, 39, 40-44, 46-47, 50-51

WM. E. WHITE; Tennessee Williams

JETT W. WHITEHEAD RARE BOOKS; #5, 33-36, 39-41, 43

EDNA WHITESON; #76, 80

WHOLESALE BOOK CORP.; 1 catalog (unnumbered/undated)

H.F.J. WIGRAM; 1982: Summer

R. & L. WILBUR; #147, 149, 151-152

WILD GEESE BOOKS; #3

WILD MUSE; #3, 10

WILDER BOOKS; #9, 12-13, 15, 19-20, 23, 29-30, 36, 39-42, 46-58, 60-64, 67, 88, 92, 96; 3 (unnumbered/undated catalogs)

TIMOTHY WILDER; #2, 4

IAN WILKINSON; #91/2, 92/1, 92/2, 92/3, 93/1

JAMES A. WILLIAMS; #10, 12

NIGEL WILLIAMS BOOKS; #21, 24

WILLOW BEND BOOKS; #8

WILSEY RARE BOOKS; #7-26, 29-34, 37

WILSEY SQUARE BOOKSTORE; #2-5

WILSON & FRANKLIN; 2 issues (unnumbered/undated)

JEFF WILSON BOOKSELLER; #19, 25, 34, 38, 63-65, 68

JOHN WILSON; #20, 56

STEVE WILSON BOOKS; #1

WILSON BOOKSHOP; #7

JOHN WINDLE; #1-2, 37; 2005: Feb. 18-20

WINE & FOOD LIBRARY; #13
WINGHALE BOOKS; #52

G.R. & M. WINRAM; #3


WINTER ASSOCIATES; Lincoln, Vanishing Race

WISSENSCHAFTLICHER; #3

LAWRENCE WITTEN RARE BOOKS; #6-7, 11, 17, 20

ALAN WOFSY FINE ARTS; #4-5, 17-21, 26; 1983

WALTER WOGENSTEIN; #1

WILLIAM P. WOLFE; #1-5, 40

PETER WOLFF; #1-4, 17, 19, 27, 29-31

RICHARD WOLFFERS AUCTIONS, INC.; #170

WOLLINS COLLECTION; 1996: Spring

WOLSELEY FINE ARTS; 1931

CHARLES B. WOOD, III; #8, 25, 27, 43, 50, 53-55, 57-71, 73, 75-83, 112

PETER WOOD; #2, 4, 5, 89

RUTH WOODS; #4-8, 10, 13-15, 17

WOODSPURGE BOOKS; #1, 3

J. HOWARD WOOLMER; #28-35, 44-51, 54-63, 80, 82 pt.1-3, 84-87, 94-97, 99,

WORDS ETCETERA; #9,31-34, 36, 80, 92

WORLDWIDE AUTOGRAPHS; #1

WORLDWIDE ANTIQUARIAN; #74

RICHARD S. WORMSER; # 271

WM. P. WREDEN; #28, 43, 46, 51-80

CLARK WRIGHT; #62-64

ROBERT WRIGHT BOOKS; #J
WRIGHT COLLECTION; #93, 96
WM. EARLY WRIGHT; 1987: Jul/Aug.
WM. WYER RARE BOOKS; #1-3
LEITH WYND BOOKS; First editions
HARRIET WYNTER LTD.; #1979/1
WYSEBY HOUSE BOOKS; #43, 51, 84
XENOPHILE; #2-6, 8, 10-11
XERXES FINE & RARE BOOKS; #25
CHARLES YALE; #1
YALE & BROWN; #30, 33, 35
YANKEE PEDDLER BOOK SHOP; #11
YE GALLEON PRESS; #91-92, 92-93, 96-97
HERB YELLIN; #19
YERBA BUENA BOOKS; #1, Photographic books
YESTERYEAR BOOKSHOP; #10/92, 2/94
ISRAEL G. YOUNG; #2
WM. YOUNG & CO.; #602, 616
YOUNG’S ANTIQUARIAN; #18, 20, 22-23, 27, 34-35, 44, 50-52, 57, 84
SAMUEL YUDKIN; #3/79, 52, 114-119, 137
ALFRED F. ZAMBELLI; #111
ZAMBONI & HUNTINGTON: Labor history
RIC ZANK; 1982: Jan.
ZENO BOOKSELLERS; #31

ZENTRAL ANTIQUARIAT; #142, 147, 150, 1808

ZION’S BOOK STORE; #1


IRVING ZUCKER; #78-79

JANE ZWISOHN BOOKS; #5-6, 8-9